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editor’s note

Winter
What kind of winter have you had? Was it full of
paddling or did you hang your 'stick' up, deciding
to wait for warmer weather? Have you been to some
far-flung corner of the world to escape the UK's offseason? Did you learn how to SUP and are now
looking forward to more?
Anyone who follows me on social media may be aware
of my own winter season. From a conditions POV keeping in mind I tend to look for waves and/or wind it's been a so/so period. A few good sessions in and
amongst some meh ones have made it OK but not
classic, from a water point of view. Up until January
everything was progressing as normal and then the
proverbial hit the fan. To cut a long story short my fouryear-old daughter suffered acute liver failure, resulting
in a transplant, with my wife being the donor. After five
weeks in hospital, we're now in a very different position
to pre-illness, as you can imagine.
Upon getting home there were a few days of
readjustment before I managed to get afloat. Although
we now have liver disease in the family the rest of life
has to go on. And after the turmoil of 2019's beginning
standing atop a SUP with paddle in hand was (and is)
extremely therapeutic.
So what was my winter like? Pretty crap to be honest.
But we now have to move forward, taking every day as it
comes. Being a family, and being able to do some of the
things we did before - such as spend time at the beach
and outdoors - is what I'm thankful for. It's easy to take
stuff for granted and as the old saying goes; 'you never
know what you've got 'til it's gone', which rings very
true.

Summer
With spring now officially in the air and warmer
temperatures heading our way, there'll be more excuse
and less motivational searching to get wet and swing a
paddle. It's slightly harder in the UK to be a year-round
water person with seasonality in the mix. Yet a good
many of us do just that - it's just we all prefer sunnier
conditions and higher mercury levels.
We'll no doubt see another influx of newbies hit the
water this year. If we get an idyllic summer like 2018
then maybe even more! If you're an active paddler and
have friends and/or family considering taking up arms
then certainly help them out and give them a taste of
SUP. The more bods we get entering the sport the higher
a % of those will stay and progress. More growth is still
needed within SUP for a whole load of reasons. Do your
bit and who knows where stand up will be in 5 years.
Enjoy the latest issue of SUPM. As always feel free to
give us a shout if you have any feedback or have ideas
for content. Happy paddling.
Tez Plavenieks, April 2019
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz.
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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Stand Up For Our Seas 2019. The Maldives. Photo: James Appleton
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“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world; indeed,
it's the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead

Stand Up
For Our Seas 2019…

Maldives
Between the 21st and 28th February, Dr Claire Petros and myself Dr Cal Major,
veterinarians from the UK, and Saazu Saeed and Dhafy Hassan Ibrahim, Maldivian
Ocean Advocates, paddled 100km over 8 days, the likes of which has never been done
before in the Maldives.
The four of us all consider ourselves ocean advocates - passionate about protecting
the oceans we love so deeply. Our love for the oceans stem from different motives,
but they are all derived from a deep connection to the ocean environment, and what
it means to us. This ranges from protecting the wildlife, ensuring a healthy planet for
our next generation, to the simplicity of marvelling at the differing colours of the
water and the sun when it hits the horizon.
Our expedition was a vehicle to visit schools, local islands and resorts along the way to give
presentations, run beach and harbour clean ups, and investigate the myriad of solutions to
plastic pollution and climate change already in place in the country, with the aim of inspiring
further positive change. Our messages were universal and non-critical - not there to point
fingers at anyone, but rather to celebrate the solutions in place to inspire further change, and
to help people to see the importance of caring for the environment.
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The rising sea levels are severely threatening the
islands, with estimates projecting that they will be
under water in 12 years if current trends continue.
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Why the Maldives?
I honestly never thought I’d have the opportunity to go to The
Maldives. For me it held connotations of honeymoons and
affluence beyond my means. However, during this trip I have
discovered so many different aspects of this diverse country, its
wildlife and it’s passionate people.

plants to make drinking water, removing the need for plastic water
bottles. The use of fishing nets is not common practice in the
Maldives; pole and line methods are widely used instead. The nets
arriving in ocean currents into the Maldivian waters, entangling the
megafauna here, are usually from further afield.

The Maldives is renowned for its pristine marine environment and
abundance of wildlife, but it is also so vulnerable to plastic
pollution, coral bleaching and climate change. Thousands of
marine creatures every year are entangled in lost or discarded
fishing nets (ghost gear). Thousands more ingest plastic
fragments, causing starvation by obstruction and poisoning the
food chain.

Even with the Maldives working towards making all the changes
within their power, it will not be enough to save the country from
rising sea levels. It is up to the global community to take action to
prevent carbon emissions and climate change from irreparably
destroying this country.

The Maldives is the lowest-lying country in the world, made up of
more than 1200 islands surrounded by coral reefs which support
the ocean ecosystem. Due to warming seas, these corals are
becoming bleached, with progressively less ability to recover. The
rising sea levels are severely threatening the islands, with
estimates projecting that they will be under water in 12 years if
current trends continue.
Dr Claire Petros is the lead veterinarian for the Olive Ridley Project, a
UK charity working to protect turtles in the Indian Ocean from
ghost fishing gear. The week before our SUP tour, as part of an Olive
Ridley Project research expedition, we found an entangled turtle
floating on the surface, unable to dive. This really hammered home
the importance of the message we were delivering.
We met with Dr Hassain Rasheed, the Minister of Environment,
before setting out on our voyage, and his message was a clear
global call to action: The Maldives is taking responsibility for its own
carbon emissions, aiming to become the first carbon-neutral
country. They are supporting plastic free schools programmes, and
helping islands to become plastic free. Resorts are answering
consumer demands to use less plastic, and most have desalination

13
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The expedition received copious in-country media attention and
support, and was to be used as a vehicle to encourage continued
positive change, and to inspire global action. In fact, at several of
our local island stops we were even asked for selfies!

The expedition
We paddled a gruelling 100km between 16 islands in the beating
sun, fighting dehydration and exhaustion. I was by far the palest
of the group, so spending hours in the sun all day was the biggest
physical challenge for me!
Although I knew we would have to push to meet our targets and
engagements, I had imagined glassy calm waters, and easy days
paddling, interspersed with wildlife sightings and splashing
around in the sea. The wildlife sightings were the only part of this
that came to reality! We were hit with unseasonal headwinds and
waves, and several times had to battle against strong currents.
People often ask why SUP instead of the easier option – a kayak?
Firstly, we were up for a challenge, then secondly one of the main
reasons is the perspective you get from standing tall on the water
like a warrior, able to see everything going on in the water
underneath you – underwater forests and creatures that you’d miss
from a kayak.

The wildlife:
As a vet, this is one of the primary drivers in
my campaigns. OH my goodness, when the
spinner dolphins arrived! We were fortunate
enough to paddle with dolphins, manta rays
and turtles, and regularly saw fish under our
boards on the reefs we paddled over.

Team work:
Most of my previous expeditions have been
solo, so for me having a team of women was
one of the biggest highlights and challenges
of the trip! I feel so, so fortunate to have had
the opportunity to get to know these women’s
stories, passions and spirits, and we quickly
learnt our respective strengths, slotting them
all into place to create a succinct and
unstoppable unit. Parts of expedition life that
had previously been difficult or tedious for me
came naturally to the others, and vice versa.
Of course, there were stresses with having so
many people in a team, and the phrase ‘it’s
like trying to herd cats’ was used more than
once to describe attempting to get us all in
the same place at the same time! I feel I’ve
not only learnt about these women in this trip,
but as a result more about myself, what I have
to offer, and where I fall down and need to
accept help.
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Until we finished, and talking to Dhafy and
Saazu, I also don’t think I appreciated how
unusual this kind of thing was in the
Maldives. This was four women, taking it
upon themselves to try and change the
world, to talk to people, and to physically
push themselves. We also opened ourselves
up for criticism and scepticism, a
particularly vulnerable place for women in
the Maldives to be.

School presentations:
An important part of our message was to
engage schools, and this was particularly
important to Dhafy and Saazu, who
regularly run events with children to help
them understand how amazing our oceans
are. We delivered three school talks, and in
one school even had children giving US a
presentation about the work they were
doing to manage waste on their island. Each
local island we visited was different, with
varying levels of commitment to removing
single use plastic. But the majority of the
children we spoke to were connected to the
importance of the ocean, even if just
through the importance of fish in their diet.

15
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collected as much as we could fit in all the bags we
had, but our morale was hit to think of this man
made problem affecting the wildlife there.
At another island, Mendhos, a favourite spot for
turtles to nest on, we saw some fishing net on the
beach. After half an hour of yanking at it,
attempting to dig it up, cutting bits free,
sweating, swearing and getting thoroughly
sunburnt, the blisters on my hands made me call
for help. James spent the next two hours digging,
sweating, swearing and cutting and eventually
retrieved all 200kg of net, most of which was
buried in the sand. And I thought I was stubborn!

Beach cleans:
We ran several beach clean ups with the school
children, and found that making a game out of
them was the best way for the children to engage
in the activity, although they didn’t need much
persuading! In Eydafushi, the atoll’s capital
island, we teamed up with Parley to remove over
150kg of plastic from the beach.

We also cleaned up harbours, beaches and streets
near the water. The islands are so tiny that any litter
dropped has the potential to end up in the sea.
Locals would often stop and watch us, and we hope
this encouraged them to think a little differently too.

Resorts:

We also stopped off at several uninhabited islands
en route. The first, Muthaafushi, is a stunning island
to look at. Upon closer inspection we discovered it
was absolutely covered in plastic bottles. We
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particularly if it involves falling in love with the
ocean. However the tourism industry in the
Maldives also drives the need for a lot of
packaging, waste and carbon emissions.
We stopped at several resorts to give
presentations to guests, and met some truly
engaged and lovely people. It was also a nice
change to sleep in a king-sized bed occasionally
rather than on the deck of the boat with the
mosquitoes!
I was very relieved to see that many of the resorts
were going a lot further than I had expected to
limit their environmental impact. Every resort we
visited had an on-island desalination plant which
allowed them to make drinking water, which was
bottled in reusable glass bottles, removing the
need for any plastic bottles. We also saw NO
plastic straws at any of the places we visited! And
most of the resorts had bathroom toiletries in
refillable containers, so each guest wasn't given a
barrage of tiny plastic bottles. Why are the resorts
making these changes? A lot of the managers of
the resorts had a genuine passion for protecting

17
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also to pressure from the guests.
Guests are really starting to notice when plastic is
used, and they don’t want to see it. Consumer
pressure is the main driver of change in the
tourism industry, and this is where we can all
have a voice now that we’re more aware of the
problems. If somewhere is doing something you
don’t like, ask them to do it differently. These
messages really are getting through, and making
a difference.
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Paddling kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Starboard 12’6” inflatable SUP and
travel bag – weighs 16kg.
Starboard three-piece paddle
Palm Equipment Hydration Bladder
Palm Equipment Carribeners
Palm Equipment rash guard and shorts
Palm Equipment Glide PFD
Dryrobe towelling robe
Patagonia Nine Trails backpack
Fourth Element recycled marine litter
bikinis and leggings
Olas Ocean Tribe Recycled plastic
leggings
Waterhaul recycled fishing net
polarised sunglasses
Garmin watch

Filming:
•
•
•

Panasonic GH4 Camera
GoPro camera
Exceptionally talented
cameraman/boyfriend which
eliminates the need for the above and
supports me even when I don't want
to admit I need it.

So what's next for stand up for our seas?
We were welcomed home by the Minister for Environment, Dr Hassain Rasheed, who
commended us on the awareness raised by the campaign, and bringing the message to
the world. His endorsement, along with the positive reaction from the Maldivian press,
has resulted in several parts of The Maldives, and indeed the world, inviting us to
replicate Stand Up For Our Seas in their home environment. Watch this space!

Travelling kit:
Klean Kanteen:
•
•
•

Insulated water bottles – great for keeping water cold in a hot country!
Food canisters – I use the small one for keeping coconut oil, the large one for storing
food and the insulated one for fresh food. So, so useful.
Reusable drinking straw and pipe cleaner.

Bathroom products:
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Bronner’s soap bar.
Lush shampoo and conditioner bars.
Bamboo Toothbrush.
Reef friendly sunscreen – I made my own this time round, but also used Jason’s for
when in the water.
Sarong – super useful as a towel, cover-up, scarf.

Luggage:
Patagonia MLC bag – loads of space and pockets to organise everything.

Thank you to the following sponsors for helping this expedition to happen:
Klean Kanteen; Starboard SUP; Palm Equipment; Dryrobe; Coco Collection;
World Animal Protection; Ocean Ambassadors and Sea Change Wine
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Photo: Thorsten Indra
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Photo: Chris MacDonald

THE SPIRIT OF
Words: Andy McConkey
Pics: Chris MacDonald, Connor Moroney, Louise Royle and Paul Hyman
If you’re a freestyle kayaker, the spirit of Hurley is legendary. If you’re
a paddleboarder however, you might not have heard of Hurley, or the
legendary river wave nestled away in a quiet little village just outside
Henley on the Thames.

The spirit of Hurley - high fives all round: Lowri Davies and Islay
Roberts in the final Queen of the Wave (photo: Louise Royle)

This year the Hurley Classic was 30 years old – making it one of the oldest and most
significant freestyle paddle events in the world. And although Hurley has been
hosting SUP as part of the event for a few years now, Jacko (Andrew Jackson, Chair of
GB Freestyle kayaking and legendary coach/mentor in the world of freestyle), wanted
to mark the occasion by launching a new type of SUP race. Something in the spirit of
Hurley – something inclusive and welcoming for all ages, something competitive,
something challenging, something adventurous, and something fun.
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Photo: Connor Moroney

The rough waters seedling was planted at a washup meeting
after the Hurley 2018 event. 2018 was McConks’ first time
supporting the event, but it didn’t quite go as planned. Snow
and bad weather affected entries (understandably as it was
really brutally cold, windy and snowy weather), and the
number of boards we could get there was hampered and
frustrated by road closures. So, with bad memories fresh in
the mind, we started planning the 2019 event early.

HURLEY

The concept was something unlike anything seen in the UK
before. A SUP event over both flat and whitewater, with
multiple obstacles and transitions between water and land.
The objective was to create a unique event that makes the
most of the unique Hurley environment – which has an
unpredictable wave train, multiple islands splitting the flow
and creating unexpected eddies and flow routes, and sheltered
flat water pools and channels. Having secured permission to
use the islands for land based obstacles, the rough waters
team had a huge amount of fun designing a course that would
challenge elite paddlers, but also allow all paddlers to have fun
and complete the course.

Simple format
The race format was a single timed run, with a ‘wave’ of six
paddlers and the winner was the paddler with the fastest time.
A pretty simple format and race, if you ignore the obstacles,
currents and transitions. In keeping with the spirit of inclusion,
the ‘waves’ were mixed, with men and women battling it out
through, around, over and under the obstacles.
From a jumping start, it was a short fast paddle to the first
obstacle ‘the launch party’. Being so close to the start, the
competitors were still grouped together, meaning getting to
the obstacle first gave you a real advantage. The best way to
navigate this obstacle was to paddle hard onto the pontoon,
lift the nose as you approach, and then jump off the board as it
slides on, before picking the board up and throwing it off for
another jump start launch. Few managed that however, with
chaos generally prevailing.

Grand National
Next up after another fast downcurrent paddle was Grand
National. The clue is in the name, with this obstacle being a
series of hurdles and duck unders. The fastest paddlers were
the ones who could hit the hurdle with speed, and land the
jump whilst still paddling. But for most competitors this was
just about avoiding getting wet!

Photo: Connor Moroney

Turning back against the current, a series of land transitions
and obstacles faced the competitors. These were designed to
test the general physical ability of the riders – how quickly and
efficiently they can get themselves and the board onto land,
and how well they can manoeuvre on land carrying the board
and paddle.
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Riding the Wave Train. Photo: Chris MacDonald

Ramp of Doom

To Hell and Back

To Hell and Back
Next up is To Hell and Back – and interestingly none of
the competitors we spoke to had ever done anything like
this before. To test balance and board control the
paddlers had to pull themselves along a rope strung
across the current at shoulder height, turn mid-channel
and pull themselves back. Again, this was an obstacle
that saw a lot of swimming!
Heading back through the quiet backwaters of Swallows
and Amazons, the competitors could have been
forgiven for thinking this was a just a quiet nature
paddle, as long as they were keeping an eye out for
sunken obstacles and overhanging branches.
Coming back out into a slow flowing pool, the riders
had to navigate a series of ‘slalom’ buoys, before
starting the brutal paddle to the last obstacle.
Although the wind had dropped from the truly
horrendous 50-60mph that the kayakers had to deal
with on the Saturday, there was a still a brisk breeze
following the flow, and making the transition across the
unpredictable wave train one of the most difficult
sections of the race. And that’s even before the shakes
and wobbles that are a sign of tired legs.

Wavetrain
Crossing the wavetrain required balance, speed, skill
and a bit of luck. To navigate it quickly, you need to be
able to spot the right line, paddle hard across the train
keeping your balance as the waves tried to buck you
off, and then break out into the eddy next to the
marquee. Those riders on narrower, lighter boards fared
best. However, for some on wider more stable boards,
there was a brutal washout leading to a long hard
paddle back against the flow to the final obstacle – the
Ramp of Doom.
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Neil Marston navigating a course through the Swish Slalom

Having fun in Swallows and Amazons. Photo: Connor Maroney

Ramp of Doom
For those of you familiar with Hurley, you’ll recognise the
Ramp of Doom instantly. It’s the ramp that kayakers
launch from for the Boater X race. Rough waters turned
this upside down, literally, by requiring riders to abandon
their boards and paddles as they clambered onto the
McConks mega and then haul their tired bodies up the
ramp to stop the clock.

A pleasant little backwater paddle through Swallows and Amazons.
Photo: Connor Maroney
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Whilst most competitors were just happy to have made it
to the finish, there was some serious competition at the
top. Anthony Ing, one of the best known names in
whitewater SUP took the win by a tiny margin of four
seconds from Team GB freestyle kayaker and SUP talent
Matt Stephenson. Matt claims the moral victory though,
competing in five different events and taking the
SuperChamp for having the best total score over the
weekend.
It was great to see such a great field of ladies competing
as well, with 12 hardy individuals completing the course.
Huge congrats to Alexandra Tyrer for taking the win from
Louise Royle (who won the ladies classic supervet class in
her boat) in second place. Although it was a good turnout,
we’re not happy with a field where only 33% of the
entrants are female, so next year we’ll be targeting a
50/50 field, and working on the marketing to make sure
the event appeals as widely as possible.
In keeping with the aims of the Hurley Foundation, and
McConks GoInspire, which are all about inspiring and
developing the next generation of paddlesports talents
and making paddlesports more accessible, we’re keen to
see what we can do to open the competition to younger
paddlers. The Hurley events attract an impressive
number of young paddlers who get the chance to meet
and be trained by their heroes, and we want to get more
of those on boards next year.

Young guns meet the stars: Matt Stephenson and Anthony Ing inspiring
aspiring paddleboarders

Anthony Ing
Matt Stephenson

It goes without saying that the event was a massive success. With 30 years
of heritage behind it, success was almost guaranteed. Although McConks
have been thrilled to support Hurley30, and are more than happy to bask in
the glory of the event’s success, we really can’t take much credit for the
design or the success of the event itself. The unique concept of the SUP
safari was Jacko’s brainchild, and the Hurley30 team made it all happen.
That being said, working with Jacko and the team, we’ve got ambitious plans
for Rough Waters, and the planning for future races and exciting new
inflatable obstacles starts now.

Quotes:
“I was there for this great event. Fully enjoyed it. 100% up for this again
next year as it’s the only event I’ve seen like it great fun guys, give me
more of this).
“It was also great to see and compete against some great talented
paddlers such as Anthony Ing (who took the win). Thanks to the
organizers, marshals and competitors for a fantastic experience.”
Anthony Ing: “It was a great and very close competition, I’m really pleased I
managed to bring home the win, but I will have to do more training next
year. I also enjoyed inspiring young paddlers to get on SUPs.”
“Don’t tell the kayakers but I enjoyed competing in rough waters the most.”

Jacko
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Interview & pics: Loco SUP
Cazz Lander is a newly appointed team rider for Loco SUP.
Coming from an endurance rowing background she’s primed
for stand up paddle racing and the odd endurance race. Loco’s
Joe Thwaites caught up with Cazz to find out more.

Crossing disciplines –

Cazz Lander
First of all can you tell our readers a little bit more about endurance rowing, how you got into it,
how your world record attempts came about and what have you learned from the experience?
Ocean rowing boats have no engines or sails, they are purely powered by you sitting at the oars and putting in the hard
work to move the boat which was definitely what attracted me to it, you get out what you put in and it’s just you and the
ocean out there! Having never rowed before, ocean rowing may have seemed like an odd choice of sport but when I saw an
advert in 2017 from a team looking for crew to compete in the 2,400 mile Great Pacific Race from California to Hawaii I
jumped at the chance. For numerous reasons, I actually ended up setting up my own crew for the race with two other
women and crossing the finish line in Hawaii after 62 days at sea we set Guinness World Records as the first crew of three
(male or female) to row the Pacific Ocean and the youngest crew of three to row any of the world’s oceans.
I learnt a lot out on the ocean about myself, how far I can push myself and what the human body is truly capable of. We
rowed for 62 days in a shift pattern of three hours on, three hours off, meaning we never had more than two hours sleep at a
time. It was a gruelling schedule and when you combine that with 30-foot waves, 400m cargo ships, two hurricanes and a
cabin of about 2m x 1m, which was our only living space it had the potential to be horrendous, but I’ve actually never
laughed or smiled as much as I did out there! When you are over one thousand miles from the nearest land, the closest
humans to you are the astronauts in the space station and you are sat in a 25ft ocean rowing boat watching the most
incredible sunrises and sunsets, spotting sharks and whales and testing your limits you really begin to appreciate life and
what a special opportunity it was.
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When did you first experience stand up paddle boarding? What did you like about the sport?
Do you participate in any other water sports we should know about?
I first paddle boarded years ago when I was working at Bray Lake Watersports Centre and loved the freedom it gave to get
out on the water almost anywhere and explore! I spent about seven years working as a kayak and windsurf instructor at
Bray Lake Watersports Centre and Mark Warner in Greece in my school and university holidays but over the last few years
I’ve got really into open water swimming and wakeboarding.

We understand you're looking to compete in race and endurance events across Europe in
2019. Some might say this is a natural progression with your rowing background but what
specifically attracted you to the race format? Which races have you committed to and what
attracted you to them over the myriad of others on offer? Any plans to outdo any existing
SUP endurance world records?
I love racing over long distances, both to test myself and also explore miles of waterways! I’m hoping to compete on the
GBSUP and UK Paddle Endurance circuits in the UK this year and then also head out to Holland In September to race the 11
cities SUP. I would love to head over to the US to compete in some of the races in 2020! No plans for any world records
although someone did send me a video the other day of an ocean rowing boat that had been converted into a SUP and
crossed the Atlantic so who knows!
27
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What does your training regime
look like on a weekly basis? Do
you endorse any specific diets
to help keep you in shape?

circuit. I loved that they are a home grown
UK based brand and have some great
looking boards! I’m going to be competing
on the 2019 14’ x 22” race board which so
far has far exceeded all expectations on the
water. It’s incredibly light and fast and
training on it has been so much fun. I
hadn’t paddled a board that narrow before
but I’ve been so impressed with how stable
it is and I’m really looking forward to seeing
what it can do against the other brands!

I train in the gym around nine times a week
with sessions varying from Olympic weight
lifting to cardio based circuits. Spending over
two months at sea on an ocean rowing boat
isn’t great for your body so I’ve been working
hard to regain strength and mobility and
keep up a good level of fitness. Over the
winter I’m on the water less and in the gym
more, but over the next few weeks I’ll be
building up the miles on water before and
after work and working on my race
technique. Diet wise I just try to eat as
healthily as possible – I find when I’m eating
well I have much more energy and early
morning training sessions are much easier!

I’ve also got a 12’6” x 26” Loco iSup that I
love being able to explore on and get to
places that are difficult to access with a
hard board!

What's your take on the racing
scene in the UK? What
ambitions do you hope to
realise in your first race
season?

Living pretty much as far away from the
sea as you can get in the UK, surfing is the
one water sport I’ve not done much of so I
don’t think there’s much risk of me
competing in paddle surfing any time
soon! That said, I do really want to learn as
it looks like a lot of fun.

When you're not SUPing do you
have any other fun hobbies?

We've seen you're riding for
Loco Surfing. How did this come
about? Which board will you be
riding in 2019?

Crossfit, open-water swimming,
wakeboarding and getting out and
exploring with our three dogs!

I’ve been incredibly fortunate that Joe from
Loco Surfing has taken bit of a chance with
me to ride for Loco this year and is
supporting me on my first year of the race
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I try to get out on my boards as much as
possible and love exploring all the canals
and rivers around where we live. There are
some beautiful routes a short drive from
our house that take me through some
stunning countryside and cute little
villages that I love to paddle on. Most of the
time it’s just me and a few canal boats! I’ve
wanted to paddle board and explore the Isle
of Skye for a few years now so I’m
determined to put some time aside next
year to get up to Scotland and spend a
while exploring up there!

Any plans to compete in paddle
surfing like some of the other
top flight lady racers?

This will be my first year racing so I’m
brand new to the race circuit and really
looking forward to it! It’s great to see all the
different races on offer – my plan is to just
train hard and race hard and hopefully get
some good results!
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When you're not training or
competing do you do any
paddle boarding for fun? Where
are your favourite places to
paddle? Which locations are on
your SUP bucket list?
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Gibraltar from a (stand up paddle) board

‘SUP ROCK’
Words: Tom Cawthorn
Pics: Christian Ferrary
Tom Cawthorn is an enthusiastic exponent of
stand up paddling. What makes his story all the
more interesting is his chosen location for
paddling frolics. Read on to find out how SUP in
Gibraltar has been developing under Tom’s
watchful eye. Then keep going to find out a little
more about Tom himself.
It is sunrise and the sea is a golden mirror, the sun a red orb on the
eastern horizon. You inhale; the tang of salt in the air and the
infinite expanse of blue are intoxicating. Above, the last of the
night sky is peeling back towards the west. Behind, looms the
iconic Rock of Gibraltar, a mass of limestone, an ancient guardian
of the Strait. Underneath your board the water laps enticingly at
your rails, below the waves lie a captivating, colourful landscape.
However, you are here to explore - to feel the motion of the waves,
to work the currents and test the wind, and experience that
ancient, rocky landscape that the Neanderthals used to call home.
You catch your paddle and surge forward and for a while you are
so caught in the breathtaking beauty of that sunrise that you
almost forget the towering landmass behind you.
Once you have paddled over the reef you are out in open waters
where the likelihood is that you will be accompanied by a school
of dolphin or a lazy sunfish as you paddle. Gibraltar is a haven for
marine wildlife, its university a centre for studying Mediterranean
marine biology.
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‘Experience the
emotion and
excitement and
unexpected side of
Gibraltar.’
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Gibraltar is one of
the world’s hidden
gems, no less for
Stand Up Paddle
enthusiasts and
adventure seekers
as it is for avid
historians
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Curve southbound
When you curve southbound you realise that
you are seeing the Rock of Gibraltar much as
the ancient Phoenicians would have seen it
as they approached on their ships from the
eastern Mediterranean: yawning caves, wild
olive trees draped precariously over rocky
promontories, swooping gulls and in the
distance, scuttling over branches and stones,
a troupe of wild Barbary Macaques.
Then the sea changes under you, as does the
landscape. You are clipping the edge of the
Strait. You can see the forbidding Jebel Musa,
Gibraltar’s twin Pillar of Hercules, frowning
from the northern tip of Africa and in the
distance, the gaping mouth of the Atlantic.
The face of Gibraltar changes here, its cliffs
jagged from millennia of weathering, its four
sea caves at Gorham’s Complex now a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your skills and
strength may be put to the test as the
currents change and the sea surges. If you
happen to paddle towards the western side of
Gibraltar – the more cosmopolitan,
populated coast with its marinas and
harbours – you may pause in the shelter of
Camp Bay, dominated by an ancient fortress.
Gibraltar is one of the world’s hidden gems, no
less for Stand Up Paddle enthusiasts and
adventure seekers as it is for avid historians,
bird-watchers, marine biologists and even
workaholics craving a weekend away. A tiny
city at the southern tip of the Iberian Peninsula
Gibraltar is a British Overseas Territory yet it is
utterly Mediterranean in its culture and,
importantly, in its weather, making it a perfect
year round destination for SUP.
Which is exactly what Tom Cawthorn thought
a few years ago when he set up
In2Adventures. “I used to come out to Sandy
Bay with a couple of friends just to enjoy SUP
and we found that there were other people
wanting to join in. So we set up In2Adventures
to provide the equipment and also to train
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people so that they could enjoy SUP safely.”
What started as Sunday morning fun at Sandy
Bay has since grown into providing adventure
experiences on the Rock for locals,
holidaymakers and for corporate clients.
“We organise team-building events based
around SUP for companies, both local and
from abroad,” Tom continues, “we work
closely with Gibraltar’s Tourist Board and
with local accommodation providers and
can prepare bespoke packages for groups.
We cater for family groups, a group of friends
wanting a break from work, and as an
incentive initiative for companies, wanting
to offer their staff an unforgettable
experience. We can arrange away-days, long
adventure weekends and much more.”
Activities do not stop at SUP, although this is
growing in popularity: Tom’s team organises
numerous other activities – beach fun days,
jet boarding, and trips into Spain for more
intense activities such as canyoning and via
ferrata, or kite surfing on Spain’s magnificent
Costa de la Luz.
In2Adventures bases its activities at Sandy
Bay, one of Gibraltar’s prettiest beaches on
the dramatic east side, with its backdrop of
prehistoric sand slopes. These sand slopes,
which are part of a UNESCO World Heritage
are protected by armour walls and its’ edging
of limestone cliffs that are scored with caves
and caverns will no doubt fascinate anyone
vaguely interested in geology. In fact, the
whole of the Rock of Gibraltar is ‘pitted’ with
caves, caverns and tunnels, most of the latter
being man made to provide military
defences to the city in days gone by. The
caves tend to be the most stunning, for
example, St Michael’s Cave is renowned
worldwide for its spectacular stalagmite and
stalactite formations, and once thought of as
the entrance to Hades. Some of these can be
seen from the sea, as Gibraltar’s SUP
community knows very well.If your SUP
around Europa Point still left you with a

One of the joys of Gibraltar is
its diminutive size. With a land
area of 6.5 square kilometres,
nothing is far.
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your board before afternoon tea! There are also flights
from London Heathrow, Manchester, Luton and
Bristol, and from Tangier and Casablanca in
neighbouring Morocco. Furthermore, because you can
hire all your equipment from In2Adventures, you will
not need to go to the trouble of flying your kit out
with you.

thirst for adventure, you could challenge yourself by
taking a trek up the Mediterranean Steps, with its
stunning views over the Strait. This nature trail will
take you to the highest peak of the Rock, where you
could sample the dizzying SkyWalk glass balcony or
stroll across the gorge-spanning Windsor Bridge.
Gibraltar enjoys a warm and friendly culture. It is a
mixed community where many languages are spoken
and visitors made to feel welcome. Gibraltarians love
to eat out and have fun, hence the many restaurants
and bars dotted around the city, marinas and
beaches. There are clubs for partygoers and casinos
for those who enjoy a little flutter after the adrenalin
rush of a day of adventure and exertion.
Alternatively, sample a sunset evening paddle, which
can be particularly spectacular.

In2adventure’s SUP experiences are for anyone and
everyone, whatever age or level of expertise – or even
no expertise at all! The local SUP community is
friendly, welcoming and growing all the time. You can
enjoy an In2Adventure paddle even if you’ve never
been on a board before and take it as tough or as easy
as you like. In fact, while your group grapples with
challenges further offshore, you might just want to lie
back on your board in sheltered waters, watch the
migrating birds of prey swooping over the sea, listen
to the breaking of the waves on the shore and relax,
floating in the shadow of the world’s most famous
Rock that is Gibraltar.

However, Gibraltar has far more to offer than the calm
beauty of Sandy Bay. Jutting out as it does into the
Strait of Gibraltar, where the Atlantic Ocean rushes into
the Mediterranean basin, the weather can sometimes
be challenging and the currents mean that the sea is
not always calm. Local paddlers have laughingly
compared paddling around Europa Point to ‘trying to
dance after a few shots of tequila’! Conquering those
waters, while rewarding, can sometimes be
challenging, which is why Tom and James Gracia are
fully certified instructors that have logged countless
hours in the water: the safety and wellbeing of their
paddlers, always a top consideration.

Tom Cawthorn Q&A –
Where do you hail from originally?
Chester, UK.
When and how did you get into SUP?
I started paddling in 2011, borrowing a mate’s board
and finding myself with a big smile on my face. I
recognised that the paddling conditions In Gib are
totally unique.

One of the joys of Gibraltar is its diminutive size. With
a land area of 6.5 square kilometres, nothing is far. So
wherever you might decide to stay (there are plenty
of hotels and self-catering accommodation) nothing
is more than a brief drive or a short walk from the sea.
Moored in Gibraltar's Ocean Village Marina, The
Sunborn Gibraltar is the perfect hotel from which to
explore this historic peninsula. And if you fly into
Gibraltar International Airport, your hotel will only be
a short drive away. In fact, if you happen to fly in
from London Gatwick Airport, you could arrange to
arrive on the lunchtime flight and you could be on
35
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Is it just flat water paddling or do you indulge in
other areas?
Flat water touring is amazing, especially when you
bump into a pod of dolphins or catch a glimpse of an
Egyptian Vulture migrating across the straights from
Africa. We get small winter waves on the east side or
when the south westerly wind picks up downwinding
keeps us out of trouble.
How long has Gibraltar been home?
18 years. It was never the masterplan but it’s a really
friendly, quirky place with a great community spirit.
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Why here – what appeals?
Gibraltar is a brilliant location for exploring the Southern Iberian Peninsula and Morocco.
The climate is great for all year-round outdoor adventures. Everything in Gibraltar is so
close; you can be trekking in the Upper Rock Nature Reserve one minute, then having a
cold beer in a chilled beach bar the next.
How does stand up fit into your daily routine?
In the summer I paddle most days. I love the calm of the early morning, the peace and
tranquillity of a sunrise SUP. I teach SUP to mixed ability groups during the day, back in
time for the school run and if it’s a good day, end with a group sunset safari.
Give us three things that excite you about stand up?
1. Every paddle is unique… the unpredictable weather conditions or the possibility of
paddling with dolphins, sunfish or even a pod of whales.
2. Teaching people that don’t have confidence or are nervous, get on the water to stand
up and smile.
3. Most inclusive watersport I have been involved in - it’s an expanding sport and there
are so many new boundaries to push and explore.
Thoughts on SUP in general?
I love the fact paddle boarding is totally inclusive for all ages and all athletic abilities.
There are so many different disciplines to discover: racing, yoga, downwinding, touring
or just hanging out on the boards with your mates putting the world to rights.
Thanks, and praise?
We have an awesome group of local SUPers in Gib, everyone is friendly and really keen to
help new and visiting paddlers. I’m really gratefully to BSUPA for the accessibility of
their courses and especially Simon Bassett who’s experience has helped add some
structure to my unconventional ideas.

For more SUP information get in touch with the
team at www.in2adventures.com
Log on to www.visitgibraltar.gi for information on
this fabulous destination.
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Photo: Stephen Perera

www.in2adventures.com

Five minutes with…

WOMEN
by

SUPJUNKIE
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Photos: Supjunkie
Many thousands of years ago (as religion would have it) Eve ate that
forbidden fruit and it changed her life forever – now women are eating
all the fruit from the great big bowl of sport and they are loving it and
if SUP was a fruit, the bowl would be so full and many, many women
would be dipping their hands in to take a bite.
Such is the explosion of SUP in this country and the rest of the world. However, what
does this mean to women in particular, as it is blatantly clear that we are different,
no matter how anyone tries to make us the same?
Having spoken to 20 or so passionate paddlers, be they amateurs, elite, adventurers,
surfers or social paddlers – here are some of their thoughts. They are not right or
wrong, they have opinions but are not opinionated but one thing that binds them
together is the love of their chosen sport.

Q: How do you feel about the women you have met
through SUP?
Across the board the following words flowed – friendship, welcoming,
amazing, supportive, inspirational, refreshing, awesome, motivating,
strong, positive, kind and caring.
“The women I have met through SUP have been incredible,
thoughtful, kind, caring, fun, genuine and generally bloody
brilliant” was a direct quote from Kerry Baker. Kerry has
raced and surfed for many years but is now putting
her talents into the next generation of paddlers with
a new club Island SUP.
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When women have had a long day, or want
to free themselves from the stresses of
work or the family, they get out there no
matter what time of day and train hard or
just chill out on the water.
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Sonya Brotherton who has come from a very different
but athletic background said, “I have found the ladies
to be welcoming, encouraging, supportive, friendly
and accepting of my enthusiastic nature with a
passion for SUP. To watch at events and through
social media I see determined, driven women with
commitment and flair.”

HUBs for their paddlers and instructors (SUP
Senoritas, SUP Fit and SUP Race) and the fast-growing
Northern SUP race team, who are pushing forward
with drive and commitment specifically with racing.

Women seem to want it all with SUP and whether they
race or not, they love a good adventure especially
when shared with friends. Whether they have a
sporting background or not, they love SUP with a
passion. Many are happy to paddle on their own – as
long as they are safe – and really feel it helps with their
mental wellbeing. So important in this day and age
with our fast moving, whirlwind world with the
pressures of social media bearing down on us to post
and promote ourselves as having that, “Wonderful life.”

Believe it or not it is all the other women who do that,
be they lone figures charging their way to be the very
best or working mums who are constantly juggling
their lives. I think it is worth mentioning specific
names (some males in here too) as most of them
resonate with me too. Fran Blake, Ryan James, Nik
Baker, Marie Buchanan, Phil May, Andrea Richardson,
Lizzie Carr and from further afield Seychelle, Fiona
Wylde and Yuka. Be proud you lot, you inspired and
continue to do that to many, many paddleboarders!

When women have had a long day, or want to free
themselves from the stresses of work or the family,
they get out there no matter what time of day and
train hard or just chill out on the water. If they are
married or have a partner nothing pleases them more
than if that person joins them on the water – there
are many couples who have found that they can
enjoy this sport together.

Q: Who do women like to train with?

Q: Who inspired these women in their
early days in the sport?

Again because of locality, some have no choice but to
train alone and a lot don’t mind that at all. It keeps
them focused and in the words of Fran Blake,
“Paddling with someone is a bit anti-social anyway if
you’re on a race board – you can’t and don’t chat
until the coffee after!”

Jayne Lake gave this honest response, “I took the sport
up to get over a water fear then I fell totally in love
with the views, being in nature and that indescribable
feeling of freedom. I wouldn’t be over emphasizing
when I say SUP saved my sanity and just the thought
of being at one with the ocean (hopefully on top of it!)
makes me feel calm and happy.”

Otherwise, they are happy to train with men and
women alike, some to be pushed by that faster
paddler and some who have just found that wonderful
friend. Here’s what Anna Little from the Northern SUP
Race Team said, “BOTH. I love training with the strong
faster men as they push me, but I also need the
women too. I need the encouragement from the
women and support.”

Not all of our lady paddlers belong to a club but this
seems to be more of a logistics issue rather than not
wanting to. Those who do have a local club really
appreciate the support and care that is given to them
and this is where the social side can really kick off. Be
it help in training for a specific race (Bray Lake
prepping for the Head of the Dart) or clubs like
Frangipani who are BSUPA registered, have growing

“I love training with anyone I can learn from,” said
Samantha Rutt from Barefoot SUP and Fitness, “I’ve been
hugely lucky to train with some of the best paddlers
around – it hasn’t made me faster but it is giving me a
deeper understanding of the sport and technique but I
also learn from people new to the sport as well. I love
being pushed out of my comfort zone and paddling
with the faster girls.”
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Now we have noticed over the last 18
months how many women paddle but don’t
convert to the race scene. Not all of the
ladies I have spoken to race. Some are on
personal journeys due to health issues,
some are raising environmental issues and
some are into the more extreme sport of
endurance. Alison Rennie, who often
paddles on a tandem board with Allistair
Swinsco and lives in Cumbria said, “When I
started, I would NEVER have thought I could
paddle 404k!” They have travelled all over
the world with SUP and Alison does not class
herself as a racer – she struggles with
nerves on the start line – but she and
Allistair are achieving so much whilst
keeping themselves out of racing.
GBSUP recognised the lack of women racing
even though there are hundreds all over the
UK paddling, teaching and running superb
clubs. “It would be nice to see more women
racing” said Sarah Perkins. “The clubs and
social SUP sessions are full of women, but
many races have a male-bias. I’m not sure
why that is, but new initiatives like the GB
SUP challenges are a great taster for
anyone thinking about racing.”
GBSUP brought in the Challenge Tour last
year to enable men and women to join in all
the fun but without having the pressure of
being in a race. This year may see
many convert to the race series (or possibly
the other way around!) – it will be
interesting to see the stats, particularly
relating to women, at the end of the
year. Luckily, all of the women I spoke to
had heard of the leisure fleet – some will be
using it this year whilst recovering from
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injuries – a great way to feel involved, catch
up with their SUP buddies and get the
mileage in.
One of our brightest young talents in the UK
Holly Pye said, “Yes, the leisure fleet is the
biggest fleet in the UK which is amazing! It's
the main way of increasing the awareness of
SUP and the racing community.” All of her
short career in SUP has been about the racing
(blame the family) and here she is recognizing
what we need to encourage paddling.

Final thoughts? What changes
would women like to see in SUP?
Andrea Richardson: “Just to see more
equality in how women are portrayed,
sponsored and paid.”
Sam Barfield: “The politics – sometimes it
just ruins things.”
Sasha Chisholm: “I’m all for inclusivity and
accessibility.”
Jayne Lake: “I am no expert but one single
governing body and better guidelines on
training qualifications would be great.”
Wilma Zwikker-Killgallon: “If I could
change things then it would be politics, that
always gets in the way of fun.”
I will leave the last word to Ashley Allen, “It
would also be great if everyone had the same
positive attitude during this development
stage of the sport, appreciating the
opportunities that are arising. Everyone has
a responsibility for how the sport develops, so
respect and positivity should be
embraced.” Hear, hear Ashley!
Thank you to all the inspirational and
incredible women who helped build this
article with their thoughts and gave their
consent for me to use their photos.
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Artistic glide

Martin
PaddySUP
artist proﬁle
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Emma Haylock (Shutterbug Photography), Paddy Martin
Paddy Martin is a south coast based stand up paddle boarding
artist who’s been into SUP since the early days of its
renaissance. SUPM caught up with Paddy to find out more.
Tell us how you first discovered SUP and what appealed?
My late bestie, the legendary kiteboard shaper Colin McCulloch, came back from Maui in
2006 having seen them on it over there, and made a couple of boards. They were both
around the 10-11’ mark. I had the 10’8”, and it is now owned by my mate Fred in Southsea
and still going strong.

What was that moment stand up clicked for you?
Without a doubt it was catching a wave. I had been surfing 10’ plus logs, but the early
entry of even a board that big was nothing compared to paddling into lumps on a big SUP.
It’s just so suited to the fat south coast waves.

Where do you usually frequent for your paddle frolics?
I’ve been part of the Bracklesham line up for over 20 years and still love surfing there.
Especially when we have surf like we had a couple of weeks ago (early 2019 – Ed).
Occasionally I head to the SUPerbank at Hayling, which has the best banter of any spot
I’ve ever surfed/SUP surfed.

What type of SUP do you normally subscribe to and why?
I was a longboard surfer and now I’m a longboard SUPer. Long drawn out turns, the
occasional (very occasional) five pinkies over the sharp end. Just kinda mellow and gliding
is what I love.

Any particular SUP goals to tick off your bucket list?
Really want to get a North Devon point break (no names etc) at shoulder high and light
winds. I surfed it a couple of times with varying degrees of success, and have had a look at
it recently on the SUP but the howling offshores meant it just wasn’t happening.

Do you travel much to SUP, if so, where and what’s been your
fave location to date?
With mortgage and family I haven’t done any overseas trips, but I head west as much as I
can. Try to get down the far SW of Kernow in the summer hols: Sennen, Gwithian and so on.
But 3ft Saunton on an 11ft… I reckon it must be illegal to have that much fun.

Talk to us about your art: how long have you been
doodling and what got you into it?
Cheeky! It’s fine art I’ll have you know (only joking). I’ve always drawn and made stuff, but
went to art college in ‘94 and have been making and selling work since then.
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Any particular subject matter
float your boat or is all good?
I spent a lot of time just making surf
paintings; tried setting up doing wedding
portraits for a while (not very successfully
as they all want to be made to look better
than they actually are!). But generally I
tend to paint the ocean and anything
associated with it. I live by the beach at
Hillhead, so daily dog walks, the obvious
stuff (SUP/surfing) it is all pretty
inspirational as an artist. It’s all about light,
light on water and about the act of putting
paint on surfaces. You get punters asking if
you can make something look like a photo,
to which the answer is always, “Get your
photo enlarged and printed if you want a
photo, but if you want an original artwork
with real soul and mood get a painting.”

What mediums do you tend
to use?
Mostly Acrylic on stuff (recycled sails,
nautical charts, driftwood, canvas or
anything else that I get my paws on).
Sometimes oils, but I like the immediacy of
acrylic as I’m basically really impatient.

Are you a commercial artist or
do you mainly draw/paint for
yourself?
It’s all about getting it on people’s walls, so
pretty much everything I do is with a view
to selling it.

We see you like scrawling on
unusual surfaces, such as
boat sails and admiralty
charts. Tell us about this.

Where does art fit in your
daily routine?
I try to spend at least 3 whole days a week
in my studio. I do have to work part time as
I don’t quite make a full living of my art yet
(I reckon another 25 years and I’ll have it
cracked!). I also have water time to fit in,
obviously. But to be really honest, when my
brain is filled with ideas I can be really
quite prolific, and then there may be a bit
of a lull. I guess it’s like riding the sets.

Apart from hand painting a few windsurf
boards quite a few years ago, I was chiefly
working on canvas until about 3 years ago.
Then when I was driving along Lee on Solent
seafront there was a fishing boat in the most
amazing yellow, winter afternoon light. I took
a pic of it on my phone and went home to
paint it. As it happened, I had a piece of
nautical chart of the Solent to hand so
painted on that. That got me thinking about
different surfaces I could use, so I scrounged
a couple of sails off a friend to try. I loved the
way the sailcloth was almost like painting
canvas, but each sail has so many stories
and adventures locked into it. A couple of
years ago I had some sails from the 1996 BT
Global Challenge boat Concert…I mean the
boat had literally been around the globe, in
every ocean, so before I even touched it with
a brush it was already a narrative piece of art.

How does it sit alongside
your stand up paddle
boarding life?
If the local is firing and I’m not in the part
time job it will ALWAYS take priority. The
best days are up early, surf, then back
home to walk the dog and then paint.

What’s the biggest
achievement in your artistic
life to date?
I was nominated for the Moore and Blatch
Student prize back in 1997 when I was still at
art school. But the biggest achievement was a
two man show I put on with Carve surf mag
photog Stu Norton. We showed it in the
Brownstone Gallery in Modbury and the
Driftwood Gallery in Newquay. I do have a
little bit odd claim to fame, in that Sinead
O’Connor bought one of my pieces from a
gallery in Dublin a few years back.

Any other unusual artistic
projects planned?
Randomly I’ve been getting into
woodcarving lately. Seabirds, seals, that sort
of thing, so maybe that will have some
progression. But I’ve never really been much
on planning art projects. They seem to just
evolve from a little madcap idea and before I
know it I have a garage full of old sails.
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Where would you like to end up as an artist in terms
of success?
I’m not fussed about being seen as successful, but the aim is, and has always been, to
make a living solely through my art. To just paint and surf, that has to be the golden
ticket, doesn’t it?

Who inspires you to put pen to paper?
Although I still look at and learn from lots of artists, I don’t think they inspire me per se.
The real inspiration is on a more emotional level. It’s a certain light, or a conversation, a
view or just a glimmer of an idea.

And what about paddle to water?
Thanks and praise?
Thanks to my amazing
wife Lisa who puts up with
me spending hours in the
studio and at the beach.
Praise to everyone who
gets the whole glide
thing, it really is a gift.

What inspires me to get on the water? I just love it. I love the glide. I love the vibe on the
beach. I just love it.

Any final thoughts on SUP or art?
I kind of wish that people on smaller watercraft who think they own the waves would pull
their heads out of their arses and realise that unless you’re on a wooden Hawaiian board
in Hawaii you are not pure surfing. If you want the glide, enjoy it and share the stoke. On
painting: you can see loads of my work on my FB and Insta pages just look for Paddy
Martin Fine Art.

To find out more about
Paddy and his art hit up
www.instagram.com/padd
y_martin_fine_art/
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SHAC Locations:
Belmont School - Holmbury St Mary.
The SHAC Lagoon - Buckland - Reigate
Birtley House - Bramley Guildford

• Paddleboarding
• Woodland Adventures
• Open Water Swimming
• Mountain Biking
• Raft Building
• Birthday Parties
• Groups / Corporate /
Team Building
• Sporting Events
• Training Courses SUP/Swim/MTB

wWw.tHeShAc.cO.uK

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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Words and pics:
Scott 'Skip' Innes

GlaGla
As head coach and owner of The SHAC based in
the heart of the Surrey Hills, six months ago I
decided to try and put a team together for one of
the world’s biggest SUP races, ‘The GlaGla’. Held on
the stunning mountain lake of Annecy in the
French Alps, wonderful, I hear you shout, however,
I forgot to mention it was in January! GlaGla!
Rather than writing one persons review of the event here is what the SHAC team
paddlers have to say about there first GlaGla Experience:

Enzo: Team SHAC and Ocean Specific
The temperature at the Alpine Glacial lake was below zero. Surrounded by snow-topped
mountains it was truly breathtaking in every sense of the word. Within minutes of
turning up it was obvious that this was no normal race. The atmosphere was electric.
No sense of competing against each other, more a sense of competing together. The
sense of family and the level of competition was palpable. With over 600 paddles in
the water at the start, it felt more like a tribal charge than a race. The water changed
from glass to monster wash in seconds. The quandary was to take it all in and enjoy
this crazy situation or to charge on. A special place, surrounded by special people. A
true privilege to race with an exceptional team at such a prestigious event. Kudos to all
who made this event one of the best in the world. A podium finish for Team SHAC was
the cherry on the cake. A piece of us was left at Annecy… on purpose… we’ll be back.
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Julien: #teamshac ‘The French
Connection’
“Have paddle, will travel!” The reality of it
means staying under your allowed 23 kilos
when you pack your inflatable board, pump,
paddle and kit in one bag, checking in at
04:30, flying to France and trying to fit
three of the aforementioned board bags in
your rental VW Golf boot. Team SHAC was
off to lake Annecy in France to take part in
the ‘GlaGla’ race. Billed as the biggest winter
SUP event with more than 600 participants,
the race takes place in January on a lake fed
by glacier waters and amply deserves its
name: in French ‘GlaGla’ loosely translates
as, “Brrrrrrrr, it’s freezing.”
The payoff is a fantastic paddling location
with a stunning mountain backdrop, a
gathering of like minded people, the
opportunity to enjoy the rustic mountain
cuisine and the ‘esprit de corps’ you get
when team mates travel together. The race
itself is a very well-run event that will leave
you with lasting impressions like being part
of a 500 boards mass start, rubbing
shoulders with some of world’s best
paddlers and checking out every brand of
board or paddle sold in Europe. If, like me,
you are a weekend warrior as far as SUP
racing is concerned, this is a weekend you
shouldn’t miss.
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Robin: #teamshac the Grand
Kahuna and Waterman supremo:
What do you do when its mid-winter,
gloomy and damp in the UK and you need
a SUP fix? You pack up the SHAC and head
down to Tailloires on Lake Annecy with a
bunch of great (soul)mates for the annual
GlaGla race!

Greg and Jen are in full flow – obligatory vin
chaud in hand – well you have to keep warm
somehow! The once calm scene now a
spectacle of competition. Anticipation
mounts as the first competitors head for
home. Roars at the finish line for Skip, Robin
and Julien. An outstanding second place for
Enzo in the 12’6 Rigide Courte Distance.

Part of the Alpine Lakes tour, GlaGla
features four main events: a 6km or 15km
endurance race, a technical race and a
four-person dragon race.

Excellent event organisation, a truly
friendly atmosphere and a world class DJ. If
you haven’t been already – a date for the
diary next year!

Top paddlers from around the world turned
up for this one – and they weren’t
disappointed. The SUP gods were with us
that day – clear blue skies, warm sunshine
and glassy water – and its mid-January!

Jim: #teamshac logistics and
cheerleader:
It was a glorious morning on Lake Annecy
and the back drop of the snow-capped
stunning mountainous scenery was breathtaking. The buzz around the race village
was palpable as the competitors entered
the water and got ready for the start of the
5k and 15k distance events. The circa 500
paddlers stretched almost all the way
across the stunning lake and the spectacle
as the three horn blasts sounded and they
all raced off to the first buoy turn 1km
away was spectacular.

The (SHAC) team – Skip from the SHAC and
team captain, Enzo from Ocean Specific,
Julien and Robin, now known as the GlaGla
boys – ably supported by James and Jenny
(particularly with the warm red wine
afterwards!) left their mark. A podium place
for Enzo in the 6km (12ft class), decent
timings for Scott and Julien in the 16km,
and sixth for Robin in the Wise Old Men’s
category (don’t ask how many were in that
category). Worth it? Hell yeh! See ya next
year at GlaGla 2020

We watched in the distance as the paddlers
made their way across and up the opposite
side of the Lake and started to stretch out
like stitches on a child’s sewing project.

Jenny: #teamshac head
cheerleader:

The competitors for the 5k were the first to
arrive back to much excitement, all being

The Alpine Lakes GlaGla SUP tour 2019 is
upon us and beautiful sunshine bathes the
exquisite setting of Lake Annecy. 500+
athletes size up the route across the glassy
water – what has fate in store for them? An
extraordinary warm up session begins –
Team Shac mean business! Expectations are
running high. Let battle commence. They’re
off! The support/cheering squad led by Jim,
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cheered on and congratulated by all! We
were very proud to see #teamshac’s very
own Enzo back in a very fast time, earning
him a second place overall in his class.
The arrival of the first 15k competitors was
at first in disbelief… Wow that was quick!
Then a steady stream started coming
through to cheers, horns, the commentators
praises and of course, the drone!
We cheered home the fantastic efforts of all
the competitors, some of the new friends
made and most importantly, the three
#teamshac competitors, with all our might
for the fantastic effort to complete this
demanding challenge.

Synopsis:

l
l
l
l

A beautiful Lake and area.
A brilliant event, which is extremely
well supported.
Excellent Vin Chaud to keep the cockles
warm while waiting waterside.
GlaGla... We will be back next year!

Skip:
We will be back in force next year and look
forward to another amazing experience
amongst beautiful people in a beautiful
location. So inspired by this challenge we
have decided to put on a winter race here in
the UK. Look out for the ‘GlaGla UK’ coming
to the Surrey Hills in 2020!
Skip: the SHAC team captain
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Behind
the brand
Neptune
For this SUPM’s Behind the Brand feature we focus on long time south coast brand
Neptune SUPs and get the company story from Neptune boss man Damian Scott.
Interview: SUPM Pics: Miles Taylor (PROtography, SUPM
Tell us about Neptune’s history – how did the company come about?
After trying it several years ago I went to buy a board and could not believe how expensive they are. A good mate
sewed the seed and said, “just do it yourself, can’t be that difficult” - sometimes I hate him!!! It all went from there,
from getting in contact with an old shaping mate to then finding a good factory (still with the same one, which is
rare in this industry). Then came the design and finally brand. That came from a mate saying call it Titanic, then
another said Poseidon (after The Poseidon Adventure disaster movie) which made me think of Neptune and
that was that. At this point you get an idea what my mates are like.

When did you first come across stand up paddle
boarding? Did you think it looked cool?
Initially, I didn’t have much interest in the sport. Then I tried it and
thought, that was fun, then tried it in some low tide ankle biters
and couldn’t believe I was surfing, that was it for me!

Where did you first SUP?
At the home of Neptune SUPs, The Seven
Sisters (River Cuckmere), East Sussex.
I’m so lucky to have that stretch on
my doorstep. Also, we have some
amazing coastline here so
blessed to have the best of both
worlds.
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Got any fond memories of your time stand up paddling so far?
Too many to mention, always hard to beat the first wave on a new piece of kit, regardless if
it’s windsurfing, surfing or SUPing.

Who are your SUP heroes?
Always Laird, not just in SUPing he is an all-round aqua legend.

What about land based activities – anything that gets you
frothing like a silky offshore wave or flat water glass?
In some ways everything I do now comes from skateboarding. I started as a kid and that
led me to surfing, snowboarding, windsurfing and finally SUPing.

Where did the idea Neptune SUP range of products come from?
The first board was the Allrounder, in case nothing else happened with Neptune I knew I
would have a board that was perfect for what I wanted, designed in the UK for the UK. The
WindSUP & YogaSUP came from that. Then the SurfSUP, Cruiser and most recently Carbon
Race have all been from organic growth and feedback from everyone we talk too.

Was it tricky getting Neptune off the ground?
It just all took time (and money), I was in no rush and wanted to make sure I got it right,
especially the factory. It’s all well and good having a board with a great shape and looks
but if it’s thrown together and doesn’t last, what’s the point?

Talk us through your day to day responsibilities – is it all
paddling, testing, paddling or do you have to do some work
occasionally?
Neptune was never set up to make money. I know that sounds strange but that’s the way it
is. I have several other business interests that keep me very busy and more importantly
support Neptune (which is my passion). I always answer as many enquiries, do as many
demos/events as possible. I love chatting about SUPing (maybe too much) and always try
and speak with every Neptune SUPs family member at least once.

What’s been key to your success within SUP?
By keeping it simple, making great quality kit at prices others just are not willing to go to.
We never do discounts as we believe if you can sell a board for one price on one day, do it
for that price every day. Customer service is also key to our success, we are always happy
to do free demos and will ask/answer as many questions as needed to insure people get
the right kit.

In terms of change, how’s the sport moved on? Is it easier to sell
SUP gear nowadays?
SUPing has grown more than any other watersport I know of. So yes, it is easier but it has
also meant some companies charging more to the uneducated. Just put the word SUP on it
and charge more. Also, being environmentally conscious, lots of brands say they are but as
far as I know Neptune is the only carbon balanced brand out there.
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Why do you think inflatables are more
popular than hard boards in the UK?
Simple: cost and perception of ease of use. The reality is very
different, so many people buy an iSUP realise it’s no fun to
inflate etc so leave them inflated (removes one reason). Then
the cheap/nasty kit is just no good so people end up selling and
buying something that actually works (removes the second).
We stopped doing ours when a couple of good brands offered
quality ones at a decent price. Also, from the company’s point
of view it’s way easier to ship an iSUP than a hardboard.

What’s the plan for the rest of 2019? Which
areas will you focus on the most?

Give us your thoughts on SUP kit in general.
Most hard boards are good, my only frustration with a lot of the kit
out there is the price. I know what factories charge and I know what
brands sell for. Nearly all kit is made in either China or Malaysia, it
doesn’t matter where kit is made as long as it’s made well. I wanted
everything to be made in the UK but it is just not viable.

Same as always, change only when needed and just continue
to do what we do best.

Talk to us about your personal quiver – what
are you using and why?

Tell us about how you’re developing the
Neptune brand moving forwards.

The Allrounder is my go-to board. I’m still using the first ever
sample board from the factory, it’s several years old, been used
at all the demos, mates have taken on holidays etc and it still
rides like a dream.

Just by listening to feedback and trial and error. It’s easy to say,
“Developed a new tail shape” with new graphics and charge
another 30%. With our Allrounder boards the shaping R&D was
done way back in the day on traditional longboards. A lot of kit in
the UK was designed in other countries for other countries
conditions. Also, most brands wrap their kit in one or two layers of
glass because their R&D is done for soft sandy beaches. Neptune
uses three layers of quality glass as unfortunately we haven’t got
as many soft sandy beaches.

What’s your most popular piece of
equipment?
By far the Allrounder, it does exactly what it says on the box. It’s
great on lakes and rivers but really comes alive in the waves.

Any final thoughts on SUP or Neptune?
As long as people are having fun and are being safe on the
water It shouldn’t matter what they ride. It would be nice if
more brands offset their carbon footprint. If we are not careful
the playground we all love will end up being closed.

Shouts and thanks?
A massive thanks to Gazz, he is Neptune’s number two, he really
helps out and is a massively valued member of the Neptune family.
Shout outs to Mark (the guy who sowed the seed), Chris C, Graham
and all the members of the Neptune SUPs’ family. My dad, a great
role model and waterman in his day. Lastly my wife Louise, without
her support none of what I do would be worth doing.
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* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

£999.00

Length-12’6”
Width-26”
Depth to 8.5”

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

Words: Eugenie Verney
Pics: Allan Cross, SUPJunkie, Dave White
It’s officially spring, and that can only mean one thing: the stand-up and
prone paddleboard race season is now officially under way.
Back for a second season is the GBSUP national series which this year includes
several of the UK’s longest-established and most popular events, among them
the Head of the Dart, the Battle of the Thames and SUP the Creek.
Mark Price is one of GBSUP’s founder-directors and
he’s a man on a mission. “For us – and everyone
involved in GBSUP is an unpaid volunteer – there’s just
one overriding goal: to grow participation in stand-up
and prone paddleboard racing across the UK.
“Our aim with the series is to host truly inclusive
events that attract not just the elite but those new
to SUP who may not even want to race against
anyone else but are strongly motivated to improve
their skills and fitness, meet like-minded people,
and generally have fun.”
He added, “We are already seeing the male-female
balance in both the competitive and leisure fleets
edging closer to 50-50 and this year we are
delighted to see more and more younger paddlers
signing up.”
Business consultant Mark is also co-director of
Derby-based Saltwalk SUP Club and the Trent 100,
one of the UK’s most popular long-distance
endurance events. His GBSUP co-founders are
Amanda Kelsey, who is currently taking parental
leave, and computer engineer Phil Mather, with

video journalist Sarah Thornely of SUPJunkie
heading up a strong media team.
Sarah said, “During last year’s series, the live feeds,
reporting, videos, and interviewing really helped
promote the sport and the people in it, and we’re
delighted we’ll be able to build on that with a
bigger team.
“We realised very quickly how popular our
broadcasts were with people back at home and the
interviews enable others to see just how down to
earth these athletes are.
“Some of them have wonderful stories and insights
into stand-up paddleboarding and it’s brilliant
being able to share them.”

Competitors
on the
startline for
the men’s
14’ BaySUP
Battle of the
Bay in July
2018. Photo:
SUPJunkie

Behind the scenes, equally committed and
experienced paddlers make up the competition,
events, prone, and junior committees, all of them
playing a key role in steering the GBSUP series
towards becoming the UK’s go-to organisation for
staging inspiring, inclusive world-class events.
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Paddlers line up for the start of the 2016 Battle of the Thames
at Thames Sailing Club in Surbiton. Photo: Dave White
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Competitors on the
startline for the men’s
14’ BaySUP Battle of the
Bay in July 2018. Photo:
SUPJunkie

One Design racers Steve
Aiken, Rob Crookall,
Deke Moran, and Glyn
Smith take on the
Cardiff 10k GBSUP
course in May 2018.
Photo: SUPJunkie
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Mark added, “We really are a collaborative
team, and we want to see the series arrive
at a new level by the end of the 2019
season.”
On offer between now and then will be the
chance of a place on the podium in two
race divisions:
l
The GBSUP flat water distance series
l
The GBSUP ocean technical series

Flat water distance series
The flat water distance series takes in
Head of the Dart on 14th April, BoTT in
London on 27th April, Cardiff International
White Water Centre Paddlefest on 5th
May, Paddle in the Park at Holme
Pierrepont, Nottingham, on 1-2nd June,
and Battle of the Bay at Sandbanks on
22nd June. Distances vary from 10km up
to 16km, with series placings calculated
on the three best results from taking part
in a minimum of three races.

Casper Steinfath with Sarah Thornely
same distances and courses as the racers.
The Tour is not timed – although there is a
cut-off for safety reasons – and offers the
chance to join in with the fun, celebrate
personal achievement, and feel part of the
SUP community.

Ocean technical races
For the ocean technical races, it’s the best
two results from the coastal fixtures –
Battle of the Bay, the Celtic Cup, and SUP
the Creek.

The eight-venue series began with the
GBSUP National Sprint Championships – a
standalone event at Holme Pierrepont in
Nottingham in March – and will be
followed by the iconic Head of the Dart on
14th April which sees four-time ISA SUP
world champion Casper Steinfath on the
Devon start line for the first time.

The BaySUP technical event and last
month’s National Sprint Championships
have also been chosen as 2019 Team
England selection races for the ISA and
ESF following close collaboration with
GBSUP’s partners — BSUPA, BSURF,
English Surfing, and British Canoeing.

Casper Steinfath
Dane ‘The Viking’ Steinfath was among
250 paddlers who managed to secure a
place in the race – which this year runs
from Totnes to Dartmouth – after entries
opened and closed within an hour.

Board categories across all the events
remain unchanged from last year —
hardboard and inflatable 14’0” and 12’6”,
and One Design. Paddlers with other board
types can participate in some events but
won’t be eligible for GBSUP race or series
podium places.

Mark said, “We want to celebrate
everyone’s success and recognise their
achievements regardless of how many are
in their age group – we would rather be
singled out for giving too much
recognition than too little!”
Also returning for 2019 is the popular Tour
in which participants who choose not to
race can challenge themselves over the
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Less than a fortnight later the action
moves to the capital for Blue Chip’s Battle
of the Thames – the ninth staging of the
10-mile race, one of the UK’s first
dedicated stand-up paddleboard events
and the first to be staged on flat water.
This is BoTT’s second appearance as a
GBSUP event, and Mark said the team were
looking forward to returning to the Thames
Sailing Club in Surbiton, where the race
starts and finishes. “The 2018 race was our
inaugural event under the GBSUP banner
and we’re delighted to be involved once
again with such an important fixture in
the UK paddleboarding calendar.”

Prone paddlers Chris Mannion and Tarryn
Brown taking part in the 2018 BaySUP Battle of
the Bay. Photo: SUPJunkie

The age categories are also the same as
2018, with prizes for the first three men and
women (stand-up and prone) overall in any
race, and the first three in four age
divisions – Seniors (18-39), Masters (40-49),
Veterans (50-59), and Grand Kahuna (60+).
If there are fewer than three paddlers in any
age category, podium places will still be
awarded to those who took part.
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Mark said, “We are delighted to be
welcoming Casper to his first GBSUP Series
start line and we’re looking forward to
what’s shaping up to be an exceptional
race in our flat water division.”
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Above: Head of the Dart 2018
overall winner Ryan James
pursued by James Van
Drunen as they battled it out
for top podium place. Photo
Allan Cross
Right: Head of the Dart 2017
women’s 14’ champion Marie
Buchanan who is going for a
hat trick this year after
successfully defending her
title in 2018. Photo: Allan
Cross

The family-friendly festival runs right
through the weekend, with the GBSUP
programme taking centre stage on Sunday
5th May.

BoTT consistently attracts some of the UK’s
and Europe’s top competitors, among them
Anglo-Dutch paddler James Van Drunen,
who uses the event as part of his pre-season
training and is back this year after finishing
second behind Ryan James last year.

As with BoTT, this is the second year that
GBSUP has been involved. Mark said, “It’s a
fabulous venue with lots to do and superb
facilities. The feedback we got after last
year’s event was brilliant.

A week after BoTT and it’s the turn of Cardiff
International White Water centre to play
host to GBSUP during Paddlefest over the
early Spring Bank Holiday.
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“We’re once again promoting this as a really
inclusive weekend where everyone can try
their hand at watersports, not just those
taking part in our events.”
He added, “We were incredibly lucky with
the weather in 2018 and all fingers are
crossed for a repeat this time!”
Then it’s back to Nottingham at the start of
June for another action-packed weekend at
British Canoeing’s Paddle in the Park —
including the popular One Design sprints in
which everyone uses identical boards. Mark
said, “The fastest male and female paddlers
will be crowned after racing a combination
of 200m and 500m over the weekend on the
N1SCO One Design boards.
“It will be a true level playing field where
paddling speed only will determine the
winners.”

Battle of the Bay
BaySUP’s Battle of the Bay is next up later in
June, with paddlers tackling the
unpredictable waters off the Dorset coast,
followed by the Ocean Sports Celtic Cup in
Cornwall in July. Waterborn’s SUP the Creek
in Devon wraps up the 2019 series at the
end of October.

Racers on Naish boards tackling
the 2018 Battle of the Thames
One Design course.
Photo: SUPJunkie

GLIDE
INFLATABLE
PFD
You want peace of mind on the water
but don’t want a bulky buoyancy
aid. The Glide sits comfortably out
of the way and inﬂates instantly
when you need it – just pull the cord.
100 Newtons of buoyancy hidden
away in a waist belt.

Above: Crispin Richard Jones
and Carl Thomas battle it out
in the 14’ category during the
2018 GBSUP Cardiff race.
Photo: SUPJunkie

For younger paddlers aged between 12 and
18 there will be some pilot development
technical, sprint and distance junior races,
with the opportunity to get on the water at
Cardiff, Paddle in the Park, and BaySUP. The
GBSUP team is hosting the series –
supported by Turtle Bay Paddleboards and
Red Paddle Co – and all those taking part
will be rewarded for getting involved.

More information
on the GBSUP Team
Tel: 01332409080; info@gbsup.co.uk

Website:
https://gbsup.co.uk/

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/GBSUPNational
Series/

Mark said, “Stand-up paddleboarding – and
prone to a lesser extent – are among the
fastest-growing watersports in the world.

Instagram:
www.instagram.com/gbsup/

Below: Paddlers Emily Evans,
Elle Veale, and Fran Blake
battle it out at BaySUP’s
Battle of the Bay in July
2018. Photo: SUPJunkie

“It’s therefore incredibly rewarding for all of us
on the GBSUP team to be able to help both
raise the sport’s profile globally and also to
work at a grass-roots level here in the UK to
get more and more people involved.”
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Below: Susan Jones cruises towards the
finish line as leading 12’ 6” hard board
women’s Grand Kahuna in the 2018 GBSUP
Cardiff race. Photo: SUPJunkie
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7’10 x30.3”
129L x 7.8 kg

SQUAB
SQUAB
7’2 x27.7”
7’2 x 27.7’’ x 98.8L
98.8L x 6.9 kg
SQUAB
SQUAB
7’6 x 29’’ x 113L
7’8 x29”
SQUAB
113L
x 7.0 kg
7’10 x 30.3’’x 129L
SQUAB

145L x 7.4 kg

SUP SURF

M I S T R A L .C O M

CLOUD RISE
8’6 x30.25”
CLOUD RISE
125L x 7.2 kg
8’6 x 30.25” x 125L
CLOUD BURST
CLOUD BURST
8’2 x29.25”
8’2 x 29.25” x 111L
111L x 6.9 kg
NINE
CLOUD NINE
CLOUD
x 31.5” x 145L
9’2 x31.5”
9’2

HARDBOARDS

PADDLE ’N SURF

WINDSUP

12’6

14’

UNLIMITED

RIVER / STREAM

WINDSUP ADVENTURE

ASANA
11’5 x 32” x 6”
295L x 10.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

LOTUS
10’ x 36” x 6”
310L x 11.3kg
FLT ConstrucIon

YOGA / PILATES

COLORADO
9’4 x 36” x 6”
336L x 12.6kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

LIMPOPO
11’ x 34” x 6”
365L x 13.9kg
HDDS ConstrucIon

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
10’6 x 31”
6”
31” xx6”
308L x 8.4
4kg
10.8kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

SANTA ANNA
11’5 xx31”
31”x x6”6’’
11’5”
kg
11.4kg
340L x 9.5
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction

ANNA
SANTA ANNA
SANTA
6”
12’6 x 30”
30” xx6”
351L x 9.69
kg
12.7kg
ConstrucIon
FLT Construction
FLT

NAUTIQUE
11’5 x 32” x 6”
353L x 11.4kg
FLT ConstrucIon

NAUTIQUE
12’6 x 32” x 6”
394L x 12.8kg
FLT ConstrucIon

TREKKER
12’6 x 34” x 6”
393L x 11.3 kg
HDDS Construction

AT ANCHOR

DUAL CHAMBER TRAVELLER
TREKKER
14’ x 34” x 6”
446L x 12.5 kg
HDDS Construction

AIR
VORTEX AIR
VORTEX
25’’xx6”6’’
14’xx28”
14’
10.3kgkg
336L xx11.84
345L
14’
28’’xx6”6’’
14’xx31”
370L
10.3kgkg
336L xx12.54
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

INFLATABLE BOARDS

QUAD CHAMBER SPEEDSTER

CRUISE OR RACE

TRIBE FAMILY

SLIPSTREAM AIR
12’6 x 28”
6’’
25’’xx6”
300L
10.3kgkg
336L x 10.36
12’6
6’’
28’’xx6”
126’ xx 31”
350L
10.3kgkg
336L xx 11.84
FLT
construcIon
FLT construction

SPIRIT
12,6’
6”
12’6 x 28” x 6”
324L xx 8.7
kg
10.0kg
12’6x
30”xx6”6”
12’6 x30”
344L
kg
10.0kg
344L xx 10.0
FLT
ConstrucIon
FLTconstruction

BALI
BALI
8’6
6’’
27’’ xx 6”
8’6’’xx27”
210L
5.9 kg
210L xx7.6kg
FLT ConstrucIon
FLT
construction

JAVA
JAVA
6’’
31’’xx6”
9’6 xx 31”
9’6
8.6kgkg
279L x 7.22
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

SUMATRA
SUMATRA
10’6
31’’xx6”6’’
10’6 xx31”
308L
kg
9.5kg
308L xx7.8
construcIon
FLTconstruction
FLT

LOMBOK
LOMBOK
31’’xx6”6’’
11’5 xx 31”
11’5
10.3kg
336L xx 8.6
366L
kg
construcIon
FLT construction
FLT

REVI
3.0m

INFLATABLE BOARDS

M I S T R A L .C O M

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
11’ 0 x32 x4 1/2
191L
10’6
181Lxx32.2”
12.18x kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
10’ 0 x31 x4 1/2
10’ x 32.2” x 191L
173L x 11.45 kg

SUNBURST
SUNBURST
9’6 x31 1/2x4 3/8
9’6 x 32.2” x 191L
157L x 10.9 kg

LEVUKA
11’2 x 32.2” x 191L

FIJI
10’9 x 33”
200.5L x 13.5kg

LEVU
12’ x 33”
242.5L x 14.5kg

SLIPSTREAM
12’6 x 26”
235L x 9.5kg
12’6 x 23.3”
235L x 9.5kg

EQUINOX
12’6 x 25”
252L x 11kg

ADVENTURIST
14’ x 28”
287L x 13 kg

VANQUISH
14’ x 24’’
269L x 11.5kg

EQUINOX
14’ x 24.6’’
287L x 11.5kg

g

VORTEX SD1
14’ x 21.25’’
277L/ x 11.2kg
14’ x 23.5’’
301L x 12.5kg

STEALTH
17’6 x 24”
Vol 293L x 11.5kg

INTERCEPTOR
17’6 x 24.3”
Vol 358L x 12.5kg

HARD BOARDS

ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976

ONE
LIFE,
BOARD,
PADDLE,
MOMENT.
ONLY
ONE
BRAND.

Water life and living since 1976

Become
a Member

Be a part
of British
Canoeing
Join today at:
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

Call our membership team on:
00
T: 0300 0119 500
Join us online at www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

#strongertogether

protect yourself from the elements
www.liquidsports.co.uk
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Minimise the

RISK
Pics: Geoffrey Lee, HM Coastguard and Peter Tranter

Stand up paddleboarding is a fantastic way to enjoy the UK
coast but sometimes paddlers can find themselves in need of
assistance from the Coastguard, RNLI and independent
lifeboats. Even the most experienced can be caught out.
Sea conditions can change in an instant and when they do, it’s important to be prepared.
Nobody ever intends to end up in trouble – and when it happens, it happens fast, rarely
giving a person a chance to think let alone call the Coastguard. That’s why it’s important to
make sure you minimise the risk in case the worst should happen. HM Coastguard
recommends that stand up paddlers should follow these simple, potentially life-saving tips…

Wear a buoyancy aid
People should steer away from thinking that a buoyancy aid is an emergency device. It’s by
far a paddleboarder’s best friend on the water and needs to be thought of as a standard
piece of clothing – just like putting on a pair of socks… worn 100% of the time. If you go into
the sea and get detached from your board you’re protected and will remain afloat, otherwise
your chances of survival could be greatly impacted.
Worn correctly, a well-fitting buoyancy aid will provide a paddleboarder with precious
survival time until help arrives. Advances in technology mean that they are not the bulky
items they once were years ago.
If you do find yourself in the water wearing a buoyancy aid, it will give you a chance to raise
the alarm with the Coastguard. If you’ve attached your PLB (Personal Locator Beacon – more
on this coming up!) it will allow rescuers to pinpoint where you are and reach you more
quickly. These devices are now very reasonably priced and readily available online.
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How to raise the alarm

Different types of PLBs have different
features. HM Coastguard recommends
purchasing a PLB with built in GPS which
alerts the Coastguard to your position. A
PLB without GPS will still alert HM
Coastguard that the user is in distress but
will not tell us where the distress location is
being triggered. When you register your PLB
here: www.gov.uk/maritime-safety-weatherand-navigation/register-406-mhz-beacons
we have all the information we need about
you right at hand.

Once things start to go wrong, they can
develop rapidly – in our experience people
often don’t even have a chance to raise the
alarm. Don’t wait for things to improve –
you should inform the Coastguard as soon
as a potentially difficult situation is
developing. We can never get time back –
speed is of the utmost importance.
Keep your mobile phone in sealed plastic
wallet which will ensure that your phone
remains functional despite the conditions.
Keeping your phone dry is absolutely
essential. Make sure the phone wallet is
within reaching distance – you might
consider wearing it around your neck. Above
all, make sure your phone is fully charged
before setting out. Avoid paddleboarding
alone in remote spots and always paddle
with a partner where you can. If mobile
network coverage is poor then you might
not be able to make a mobile call at all so
you might want to consider investing in a
Personal Locator Beacon (PLB).

This could save the Coastguard valuable
time and allows us to quickly task the most
appropriate search and rescue asset to your
assistance.
The cost of a PLB is relatively inexpensive
now and for as little as £120 you can make
a massive investment to your ongoing
safety whilst afloat and put your family’s
mind at peace.

Check the weather and tide
conditions

A PLB is a small device that is ideally
attached to a buoyancy aid or worn around
the neck of the user. When activated it will
send an emergency alert via a satellite to
our Mission Control Centre who will then
relay the information to the co-ordinating
Coastguard Operations’ Centres.
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This seems an obvious action that any
paddleboarder would take before going out
for the day, but it is so important to check
the outlook ahead. Often the sea can be
your friend when you set off for the day but
a sudden change in weather can happen
very quickly. A check of the forecast for the
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RYA SafeTrx
If you’re planning to go out paddling around the
coast or at sea, make sure you download the
RYA SafeTrx safety app before you set out
◊ FREE to download and use
◊ Alerts your shore contacts if you don’t return home on time
◊ Gives the Coastguard access to your details in an emergency
◊ Tracks your location and much more!
Registration only option available online

www.rya.org.uk/go/safetrx

Image: Darren Crisp

PREFERRED RETAILER
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Online & In-store
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www.aswatersports.co.uk
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following 24 hours will allow you to
determine if the weather is going to change
significantly so that you can alter your
plans accordingly. Listen to local knowledge
and research your area online because
certain areas might have specific risks that
could be affected by the tides and direction
of drift. Make sure you’re aware of the risks
before setting off on your journey.
Dress accordingly for the weather. A wetsuit
will keep your body temperature better
protected for any sudden changes in the
weather. You can easily check the tide and
weather conditions here:
easytide.ukho.gov.uk

Know your limits
Wherever possible, try and paddleboard with
others. If you’re a beginner, never hire a
paddleboard without being given instruction
or a lesson from an approved or qualified
instructor.
Always wear a leash to prevent you from
losing your board. If you get into trouble
never abandon your board – it will keep you
afloat. Wave your hand and shout for help.
Assess the conditions and make sure that you
are not paddleboarding in conditions that are
beyond your capabilities. In
the same vein, don’t try
and be over-ambitious in
achieving long
distances – make
sure you build up
your capability
slowly.
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Shoreside contacts
and SafeTrx
Try and paddle with a friend wherever
possible. That way, if you get into difficulty
then someone else can raise the alarm. Just
as important is having a shoreside contact.
Before you set off tell someone where you
are going and what time you’ll be back.
Whilst you won’t always be able to give
people an accurate time of your return,
having someone at home who can raise the
alarm plays an important role in keeping
you safe. To ensure you can be located as
quickly as possible it is worth downloading
one of several apps on the market where
friends and family can see your location in
real time.
The Coastguard recommends the RYA
SafeTrx app
https://www.rya.org.uk/knowledgeadvice/safe-boating/keep-intouch/Pages/safetrx.aspx, which is a FREE
tracking smartphone application that
monitors your journey and alerts your
emergency contacts should you fail to
arrive on time. The app allows you to
directly contact HM Coastguard in the event
of an emergency and could potentially cut
vital minutes off the time taken to pinpoint
your location. Signing up to SafeTrx will give
HM Coastguard the information that they
need – including a description of your
equipment, shore contact details, and other
relevant information – to get you an even
swifter response in an emergency. Don’t
forget, you can also sign up by using the
registration only option available online:
www.rya.org.uk/go/safetrx. Remember, if
you need to speak to us, call 999 and ask
for the Coastguard.
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Photo By : Alexandre Paumard
@Nautic crossing paris

AIR AMMOLITE
14’0” x 28”

AIR AMMOLITE
12’6” x 28” & 31”

AIR AMMOLITE
10’6” x 32”

RAZOR DRIVER

Getting stuck in
Active360’s Paul Hyman proﬁle
Words: Paul Hyman
Pics: Active360

Tell us when you first discovered stand up
paddling and what drew you to it.
I first came across SUP at Watergate Bay, North Cornwall, in
2006. I was out kayak surfing and after a morning of exciting
2m surf it dropped to uneventful swell. Although, I still
enjoyed being out there on the sea, boredom started catching
up with me. SUPers seemed to still have a lot of fun and I could
see straight away the appeal of it in conditions that for surfers
and kayakers were no longer that exciting. Also, I could
appreciate the balance and skill required to move around on a
board above a constantly changing surface of water.

At what point did you think SUP had longevity?
In Nov 2010 I was on the first of British Canoeing’s new Level
3 coaching courses being piloted by my friend Andrew
Jackson. One of the participants had brought a SUP along
and was teaching canoeing and kayaking skills from it something I have done quite a few times since. I could
immediately see how flexible and versatile this sport was and
why it would become much more than a niche activity. Two
months later I met distributors for Starboard and Naish and
with a plan to develop SUP in London.

Why SUP in London and not outer city locations?
Most people live in cities. We are a nation of urban dwellers.
Travelling out to experience nature is not always that easy being
caught up in the rollercoaster of work. Getting to coastal
locations or big lakes to experience water can take hours and
involves lots of sitting in a car and the traffic nowadays can be

horrendous. I am not fond of driving. It’s not only tiring but
also not environmentally friendly. I prefer
the ease of cycling or jumping on a train.
We have one of the most beautiful and
most exciting bodies of water running
right through London. Why not discover and enjoy what’s
right there on your doorstep? The Thames is full of history,
natural beauty and wildlife and provides a variety of
paddling conditions to satisfy all tastes from leisurely
paddlers to those seeking a bit of a thrill and challenge.
By 2011 I had been kayaking on the Thames for 15 plus years
and had set up three canoe clubs in West London, all of which
are still running strong and growing in numbers. I know the
river well. Some say I know the Thames as well as my back
garden. That’s an overstatement of course but yes, when I
was setting up Active360 in 2011, I knew the risks and
hazards, safe places to get on and off the river, when and
where it’s best to paddle, best spots to stop for a snack to
take the beauty of the river in and appreciate the moment.
Over the years I developed good relationships with people
involved with the Thames, organisations, agencies and other
river users. I also had access to riverside facilities for
equipment storage and knew who to go to with ideas and
projects I planned. My actions were underpinned by my deep
appreciation of this fascinating river and I wanted to introduce
as many people as possible to SUP and share with them what I
experienced every day.
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Paul Hyman is the driving force behind Active360, getting London
waterways opened up to stand up paddling, raising awareness to London’s
plastic pollution (and other environmental issues_ and helping to organise
the iconic London Crossing stand up paddle board race (among other
things). We caught up with Paul to hear his story across two parts – here’s
the first.
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What makes stand up
paddling in London special?

currents that give the Thames its brown
colour. Personally, I like it. It’s mysterious
and has character.

It’s like marrying both city life and nature.
It’s relaxation without much effort and
exercise with all the body and mind
benefits without paying hefty prices for
gym memberships or relaxation classes.
It’s a way of discovering the nature in the
city you live in, seeing things from a
different perspective and appreciating your
surroundings, feeling integral part of it too.

It’s a river full of wildlife. When you paddle
along, you see lots of birds and fish; seals
sightings are frequent and we had
dolphins too. This year a young seal tried
to climb on our boards a few times. How
unusual is that to be so close to nature in
such a big city?

The Thames is a beautiful river. Its muddy
appearance puts many people off who
consider it not safe to paddle in. It’s the
clay residue disturbed by the tide and

The Thames has one of the biggest tidal
range in the world and the currents can be
very powerful so the river is constantly
changing. It makes it very interesting and
often challenging in places at high tide.
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It’s also a busy river at times and we share
it with many rowers, pleasure boats and a
commuter service, the Thames Clippers. I
love the early morning and night paddles,
when we often have the river to ourselves.

Talk us through the various
put-ins around the capital and
what makes them unique
Kew Bridge is Active360’s longest
established base. It’s opposite Kew
Gardens and there are islands up and
down river mostly inhabited since
prehistory. It’s a well used stretch of the
river but with quiet backwaters.
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You’ve been the main driving
force behind accessibility on
the Thames. Tell us a little
about that struggle

Richmond is the site of one of our newest
base opening in April. It has London’s
oldest bridge and many riverside bars and
good cafes and restaurants can be found
there if you want to combine paddling
with social outing.

When we first started operating, we came
across big restrictions put on us by the Port
of London Authority (PLA) who thought SUP
was a high risk on the Thames. We worked
hard to show them that the risks were
comparable with other established
watersports if not less. SUP was a new sport
though and a few misconceptions were to be
expected. Rowing is well established and
accepted on the Thames despite rowers

Putney is another great place to get on
the river. A huge embankment area with
many rowing and sailing clubs and the
start point for the Boat Race. It’s also the
starting point for the parts of the Thames
where restrictions on SUP apply so you
have to watch out for these.
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moving backwards in unstable crafts that are
tricky to turn. We had a few obstacles to
overcome and a few battles to undertake. We
stuck with it and tried to work with the PLA
effectively and productively. We developed
the Thames Skills and Knowledge course
aiming to equip people with the knowledge
and skills needed to paddle safely on the
Thames. Eventually, in 2013 the PLA
recognized SUP as a safe way to enjoy the
river. It is a safe sport when the right
equipment is used, participants are prepared
and take the river seriously. The low number
of incidents attributed to SUP since we
popularised it in London speaks volumes.

Tell us about Active 360’s
history and where you plan on
taking that.
We started with the base at Kew and a
small canal base at Brentford. We were
invited to start at Paddington three years
later and now we are about to set up a
sister company which will run operations
in Richmond and Hampton Court. We have
expanded over the years and introduced
more people to SUP each year.
In 2013 we set out to be the go-to people
for SUP in London. We felt had achieved
that by last year and it was time to set
new goals. The focus of the company is
now changing. It is now the
environmental engagement through SUP
that is coming to the forefront.

What about your work behind
the scenes on the London
Crossing event. How time
consuming is that?

Any other big SUP related
projects ongoing?

We piloted the London Crossing last year
and the Big Ben Challenge a few years
earlier. A race and a challenge right through
the capital was something I had in mind for
years and we proved it can be done safely.
But these events have potential to be much
bigger and need a team of event specialists
to grow them to be world class. So this year
we handed the organization over to
Limelight Sports. With the 4x world champ
rower, Andrew Triggs-Hodge, in overall
control we feel the events are in very good
hands. This year they will become part of
Regatta London - the greatest watersports
event London has ever known with
eventually thousands of participants racing
or raising funds for good causes.
Regatta London has huge potential to
help grow SUP by showcasing it to
millions of people as media coverage and
spectators grow.

How many SUPers do you get
coming to you looking for
instruction and guidance?
We have around 1000 people each year
paddling with us - around 60% of which are
beginners or novices wanting to up skill. We
also get quite a few who are already
involved in SUP but want to learn to paddle
safely on the Thames.
Yes, the numbers are growing every year
with SUP becoming the fastest growing
watersport in the UK.

With the logistics and main organisation
on this massive event in safe hands,
Active360 can stay focused on what we do
best – sharing passion for the river and
engaging people in protecting it.
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I am excited about the prospect of
developing a SUP programme that grew
from our in depth knowledge and
appreciation of the Thames. A programme
that recognises the Thames beauty and
its potential as a watersports venue but
also fully understands the challenges this
powerful river presents.
Another big thing this year is our attempt
to help to set a Guinness World

Active360 will remain involved in shaping
the events but more behind the scenes sharing knowledge of the river and
practical experience during preparation
and planning, as well as helping out on
the day where required.

s

The biggest thing in the pipeline for
Active360 this year is our new programme
aimed at keeping more people in the sport
by enabling them to develop locally their
skills and knowledge in different aspects
of SUP. It builds on our work over the past
three years on developing the Thames
Skills and Knowledge courses enabling
people to paddle further into central
London. We hope to have endorsement for
the programme by the Thames Skills
Academy www.thamesacademy.london/
soon as discussions are going well.

p

Record with the biggest on water cleanup. On Friday 21st June we are
running a Get on Board
Richmond event again. Last
year we had close to 100
paddlers out on the Thames
picking up plastic trash.
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This year we hope to get 250+ paddle
boarders out on the river which should
attract good media interest and
encourage more people to get involved in
making changes.
The new SUP progression programme I
mentioned will have a river ecology
module which will take environmental
engagement through SUP to another level.

What’s been the biggest
highlight of your SUP career to
date and why?
For me it’s simple things – always the
wildlife encounters while paddling, being
part of the nature with birds flying over
and seals getting close up. It can be in far
away places like Greenland or the
Hebrides but I find our local patch of the
Thames as exciting. This year we had a
young inquisitive seal climbing over a few
times on our boards. It brought the
beauty and fragility of the river and its
wildlife even closer to my eyes with this
friendly but fragile creature getting so
close to us.
But it’s hard to beat the night when a
dolphin followed us down the Thames at
night on a fireworks night paddle to
Chelsea. The river was illuminated by

moonlight, fireworks and the Victorian
Albert Bridge at the end. A really magical
night with friends, probably unrepeatable.

Anything still to tick off your
bucket list?
Perhaps a long source to sea expedition or
two and I must say Patagonia looks
spectacular and very tempting. But
generally I just wait to see what comes up
as Active360 gets invited to get involved
in so much now and in so many places
around the world. Now it’s very much
about seeing where I can be most useful.
I’ve never been much into holidays unless
there’s lots of water activity involved and
if there’s a chance to help a project along
combined with some interesting travel
and paddling that will always win through.

What do you think of SUP kit
in general and why?
It’s been great to see how SUP equipment
has revolved and developed. There were a
few good boards and paddles around in
2011 but the choice is so much greater
and wider now. Technically the standards
have risen and the way has been mainly
led by a few pioneering companies willing
to spend on R&D and to experiment.
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The evolution of inflatable boards into
very stable and rigid platforms capable of
similar speeds to carbon and glass boards
is bringing many people into the sport as
it has solved the storage and transport
issue. As I write this I’m lugging an 11’
inflatable across India coast to coast by
train and everything I need for the trip
including split paddles in a board bag with
wheels and rucksack straps. This would
not have been a great trip in 2011 when
the inflatables were very limited, flexed a
lot and were inferior to most hard boards.
Also the early split paddles we used were
heavy, clumsy and quite inefficient. This
technical improvement and the
convenience it brings is encouraging more
people to get involved and enjoy SUP.
SUP is a maturing market with many
players joining in. In my opinion there are
too many brands including some very low
quality players at the base of the market.
I can’t help but see plastic waste
everywhere created by cheap, short
lasting and discarded equipment.
I can see the appeal of cheap kit, the
affordability of it but Active360 generally
steers away from anything at the low end of
the market. We made our mistakes
experimenting with budget equipment
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many years ago. Now we use and supply
only good kit that provides a platform for
great experience and good skill progression.
I see a few gaps in the personal kit area.
Really warm winter boots are hard to find.
I use calf length see kayaking boots which
are good but quite expensive and in temps
below 5c I need to double them up with
good neoprene socks. Feet get cold on a
SUP. A really warm inexpensive boot would
encourage more people to go out in
winter. We get some best paddling in the
winter, but sadly, the river is still very
much underused in the winter.
Good paddle mitts are also hard to find. We
got Crewroom to make some for us four
years ago but we are running out now.
It should be easy enough to make really
warm kit to protect hands and feet. The
protection of extremities is very important in
SUP. There are plenty of really good wetsuits
and dry suits out there but it’s fingers and
toes that get coldest and I’m sure that puts
some people off from paddling in the winter.
So I would really like the kit manufacturers
to give a bit more focus to the simple things.
How about rechargeable heated boots – or
just some affordable ones with really
effective insulation?

Thanks and praise?
Thanks for inviting me to share my
thoughts and hope they make interesting
reading to at least a few people.
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Words and pics:
Tony Bain

Tony

Bain
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SUP knowledge –
dare to be different
A few years back we just grabbed a board and went for a paddle. Some of us still do in
that simplistic fashion. My favourite type of paddling is long distance journeys and
journeys along white water rivers. Over the last six years my board choice hasn’t been
what most would see as a standard white water board. The first one I used was a Red
Paddle 10’6. It was quite a thin board for white water. I moved on to a 12’6 Race, then
the Red Paddle 14’ Elite Race. Today I use a 17’2 x 28” x 4.75 O’Shea GTOcean as my
white water river running board. These aren’t specific WW boards you can get today, but
then again neither am I your normal every day white water paddler.
With my need to cover distances of around 140/180kms and paddle durations of 14/18
hours a day, these types suit the river journeys I undertake. The thing is, all these
boards have sufficient volume to run white water rivers, they are long boards and they
are quick. A 9’6” x 36” x 6” board just wouldn’t allow me to cover the miles that I need
to achieve.
I had to improve my balance and board skills, develop new learning and paddle techniques to
accommodate the use of narrow faster boards in the volatile white water conditions and
endurance training so that I can cover these distances.
As a paddler today our white water and river board choice is massive. We have wide, thick, long
boards to smooth out bumps and glide along sweetly which are generally used for longer
adventure paddles. Shorter ones with bent up noses and tails which allow us to turn sharply,
play on waves and river features, more likely to be used for shorter journeys and water feature
paddling on rivers and water parks.
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Tony Bain is a New
Zealand born, fully
qualified SUP instructor,
owner of Wales based
Green Dragon Activities
and SUP explorer of
rivers and lakes.
If you like the sound of a
trip like this and fancy
learning some of the
skills that are involved
with packing and
planning for a SUP
adventure then look us
up and we can take you
on a micro adventure
here in the UK and help
you hone the SUP
adventurer inside –
www.greendragon
activities.co.uk

Limiting

Progression

There are so many different shapes
available for different types of paddling
that if we limit our own paddling to just
one type of board then we are in danger of
limiting our learning and progression.
Being able to explore how different boards
behave on the same stretch of water helps
us to better understand design and how
this affects our SUP experience.

This comes from Commitment, Competence
and Confidence. I grew up in New Zealand
with these three Cs from a famous Kiwi brand.

Commitment to practicing
Competence can be achieved by regular
practicing of your skills. In time more
complicated board skills, manoeuvres and
paddle strokes will have been gained and your
level of competence will have been achieved.

By riding different board sizes and types
we can we learn how to paddle differently
in our desire to stay on that board, improve
our balance, core movements and increase
control. If we just have one board that is
over engineered through design, or just
designed for a particular water type or
water feature, then all we will learn is how
to ride that board or how not to at that
location.

Once a level of competence has been
developed, your confidence in yourself and
your abilities will grow. As your abilities are
mastered a level of Precision will have been
gained. Where you place your paddle, how
you place your paddle and how your body
moves in relationship to that paddle and the
way you move around the board, will have
changed. Your Progression will have been
measured by an improved level of Precision.

If you’re looking for Performance,
Progression, Precision then these three Ps
can help guide your training:

It’s very easy to just grab a board and go for a
paddle, but if you need to improve. How can
you improve Performance, Progression and
Precision?

Performance
Ever heard that saying, “A sharp blade cuts
clean. Sharp chisels always give the best
cut, a blunt chisel tears at the wood and
makes a mess”? Having a good board that
has a suitable volume and shape, in
conjunction with a good paddle, will always
allow you to grow in to it. If you have a
cheap brand item, that isn’t designed well
and doesn’t work well, your performance
and learning will be limited.

Visit a different instructor or other recognised
successful paddler and they may do things
differently to your existing coach or teach
you something new. Maybe they’ll just
reinforce something you already know but
have forgotten. Often different instructors
have different board and equipment and
brands you can try. Try and borrow a friend’s
board and paddle. See if it works better, worse
for you, or just different.

Dare to be different.
Paddle different boards,
and try other types of
paddle craft. Explore and
learn by experimenting.
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SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

Gear shed
b o a r d s

SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks

No slouch –
Redwood Paddle Source Pro 8’6 x 31” x 127L

through mush and climb
oncoming whitewater
efficiently as long as you
hammer down and go for it.

At 31” wide you’d expect a high-performance surf SUP to not be all
that. But look again and you'll see there's more to Redwood
Paddle's Source Pro 8'6 than meets the eye.

Redwood Paddle’s Source Pro
8’6 doesn’t require the most
critical of wave take offs but it
doesn’t roll in from way out
back either. Good positioning
is still therefore key. Once into
some juice riders will see just
what the 8’6 is made of.

Price:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

€990.00

Info:
https://redwoodpaddle.com
/gb/sup-boards/439-sourcepro-7-9-carbon-brush.html

First off you’ll not miss the super high end
brushed carbon finish, punctuated by red
foot pads and decal that give the Source
Pro a suitably chic look. Secondly is
the board’s shape, with its highperformance nose, pulled in tail and
127L worth of volume. As is usually
the case dimensions alone tell you
nothing. It’s not until you step
aboard most steads do you really
get to know what’s under the
hood.

Fast, loose, yet grippy through
bottom turns it keeps speed
pretty well with good input from
the rider. Utilising those knifeedge rails see the Source Pro
slingshot from one turn to the
next with plenty of response
to keep even the most
demanding of riders happy.

As much as the Source Pro isn’t
tricky to keep yourself stable it
will test progressing paddlers,
particularly in choppier waters.
Anyone with experience, however,
will get to grips pretty quickly. Due
to its reduced thickness tail you do
pilot out to the peak with the reaward
area of the board underwater particularly if you’re a bigger boned
individual, although this isn’t uncommon
with similar SUPs. That said it does push

We were especially blown
away by the Source Pro’s
smaller wave performance.
Rather than simply ‘dog’ and
less than engage, with some
‘working’ from the pilot, it does
its thing in cruddy waves as well
as the good stuff, proving
sometimes you do only need a one
board quiver for all your surf slaying
antics.

CONCLUSION
Redwood Paddle’s Source Pro
8'6 took us by surprise. Having
driven a multitude of highperformance surf SUPs, through
all manner of different wave
environments, we were
expecting this to be a similar
story. Yet that isn’t the case.
Loving good quality waves, but
also less than average swells,
the Source Pro is a true allrounder for the discerning surf
SUPer who wants an efficient
wave machine for multiple
environments. It looks great
and offers plenty of bang for
buck also.
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With a sail attached (purchase a
WLT One Design rig or go with your
own) it’s an efficient machine in
around 10 knots of wind. Due to its
length and hull shape riders will be
surprised how quick they can huff
along in light airs. If blows should
increase then feel free to test your
mettle. We’d suggest up to around
18 knots for comfort but
experienced riders may cope with
more. The Windsurfer LT is
particularly applicable for coastal
cruising. Utilise the dagger board for
efficient upwind performance or
retract for downwind gun runs. And
don’t forget, the Windsurfer LT is a
ratified class race sled so you can get
involved with this if you choose.

Price:
€2432
(package includes board,
sail and all accessories)

Info:
www.windsurferclass.com/
listino/
For UK dealer inquiries
contact Ant Baker at
www.77sports.co.uk

We nicknamed the Windsurfer
LT ‘the hang glider’ as its time
on bumps and swells will be
much more than your average
surf SUP. So much so we could
see this being your go to sled
for extreme glides and fun
wave rides. Should the breeze
pick up then whack a sail on
and head off for some windy
fun. If you’re a flat water
sweeper then don’t be shy
either. For our money this is
one of the best and most
versatile bits of water gear
available that’ll suit every
day water people down to a T!
Big thanks to Bruce Wylie at
Cobra International and
Edoardo Thermes at
windsurferclass.com for
helping with this test.
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We couldn’t resist chucking the WLT at a
few waves and were blown away with its
performance in surf! Dancing on swells
like a classic nose rider we found it
handles fairly critical drops, has speed on
tap to stomp super long rides, and is even
manoeuvrable enough to cut back if
riders have the necessary skills. At the
very least it makes a fun gliding platform.

b o a r d s
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In paddle node you might be surprised. On
flat water it’s efficient in a straight line, the
12’ board performing much like a hybrid
touring shape. Slicing through chop with
effortless momentum it’s a glide
machine designed to put smiles wide on
faces. The board’s 29” width may seem
narrow but boxy, high sided rails,
squared off tail, overall length and
upright fin ensures a stable platform
that aspiring water men or women will
get good use out of.

s h e d : h a r d

The first thing to get heads around is the name: Windsurfer LT.
Just as with looks and dimensions of kit if you go by name alone
(and potentially dismiss on that basis) you’ll be missing a trick.
For sure, the Windsurfer LT – a revamped and upgraded new
version of an old school original windsurfing classic – is
optimised for sail power. But with that power being at the
lower end of the wind spectrum, and the board having no
footstraps, it’s more akin to a windSUP.

kg ie t a r

Hang glide time –
Windsurfer LT One Design
12’ x 229L x 29”
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Hypr Hawaii’s Pono 10’ is a classic example of a board displaying
dimensions not reflective of its on water performance in any way.
For many paddlers reading this a 33” x 190L board could possibly
conjure images of a sled that’s benign and unresponsive, more
akin to the beginner sweeper. Yet dimensions and looks can be
deceiving…

Price:
£995

Info:
www.hyprnalu.co.uk/pono.
html

Piloting across flat water the
Pono displays good all round
SUP characteristics that
progressing intermediates will
appreciate. It’s not a touring
board but then it’s not trying to be
either. Instead you’re getting a
versatile sled that works across
multiple environments.

First off is the Pono’s gorgeous looking
Applewood veneer which is arguably one of the
prettiest finishes we’ve set eyes on. Hypr
Hawaii’s trademark hull contours then stand
out as per normal with high end fixtures and
fittings. It’s also nice to see a
complimentary deck pad that sets the off
the Applewood. A US box central fin
system with FCS side bites rounds out
an impressive package.

On a wave is where you’ll find
the biggest surprise. Hypr’s
Hawaiian pedigree certainly
shouts loud and proud in the
surf with it being a fun board
to bunt about your local
break. Considering its width
there’s plenty of
manoeuvrability available
which dispels myths about
surf SUPs needing to be narrow.
Get yourself above the fins, with
trailing foot right on the tail, for
swooping carves and an admirable
level of spray chucking.

The fins that come with HH’s Pono 10’
are perfectly adequate for flat water
sweeping. If you plan on taking into
waves, however, we’d suggest these
be swapped for something more
performance orientated. This is
typical with Hypr SUPs so nothing
new there.
Stand further forwards on the Pono
once afloat and there’s plenty of
stability anxious paddlers will tap into.
That said it’s not a lifeless board with a
lot of character waiting to be unlocked
should riders desire and develop the skills
to do so.

CONCLUSION
Another piece of SUP eye
candy Hypr Hawaii deliver
their Pono 10’ with plenty of
attention to aesthetic detail.
But it’s not all skin deep the
Pono also being an adept
wave performer for those who
choose to enter this arena. If
flatter seas are your thing
then it’ll also accommodate
with a lot of fun times to be
had aboard.

k i t

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

Fun times ahead –
Hypr Hawaii Pono 10’ x 33” x 190L
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During last few years we’ve seen McConks evolve rapidly. From a
small number of iSUPs to now offering specialist tools (or at least
perceived specialist SUPs) – like the brand’s compact Go Skate 7’2
SUP reviewed here.

Price:
€550

Info:
www.mcconks.com/inflata
ble_SUP_shop/product/goskate-72-river-surf-suppreorder-for-spring-2019/

Whilst some will have seen
similar parallel rail, nut
shapes before we’re pretty
sure this is the first proper
twin tip we’ve stood on. The
Go Skate is a symmetrical
design that, apart from the
fins underneath, resembles a
snowboard. It’s not hard to draw
that conclusion yourself when you
scope the brand’s web blurb to see

In some ways the Go Skate
does feel its size. That’s not to
say small, rather
manoeuvrable and lively. At
other times, due to its width,
riders will still find plenty of
stability to tap into. Rough
water will take a bit of getting
used to aboard the Go Skate if
you’re of larger stature,
whereas smaller riders will
find it more plug ‘n’ play. If
you’re searching for
something to spice up your
paddling, on any kind of
water, but don’t want to go
down the hard board route
then McConks’ Go Skate 7’2
could be just the ticket.
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For those with transitions in mind
it can whirl and spin on demand.
If you’ve aspirations of 180s or
360s then this is an inflatable
that could allow progress – and
not just in river environments
either. Coastal venues,
featuring playful bumps, are
perfectly applicable for the Go
Skate.
One thing that inflatables
allow plenty of – especially
when equipped with small
fins such as the 7’2 – is riding
in super shallow water. (After
all river SUPers will encounter
this kind of thing regularly). Yet
those coast riders, who fancy a bit
of swell fun where normal boards
couldn’t go (think shorebreak and
such) will have fun on the Go Skate also.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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It’s a lively beast on the
water. And when we say ‘on’
we mean specifically that,
as it sits in high riding
above the brine. AT 6” it’s a
thick iSUP which combined
with that lofty perched feeling
makes for a reactive ride.

s h e d : h a r d

First off, it’s noticeable how much improved
McConks livery is these days. There’s a
much more refined look to their board
graphics. In fact, the whole product
looks polished and top drawer. All
seams and glues are in their
appropriate places whilst the
five fin boxes bottom side are
decent and secure. Featuring a
click fin system, with central
US box fitting, it’s simple to
swap and change between
configurations. You can also
pop in a completely different
set if you choose.

skateboarding was the
inspiration behind the board.

kg ie t a r

New school evolution –
McConks Go Skate 7’2 x 33” x 6”
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Adventurous spirit –
Hala Gear Atcha 86 8’6 x 34” x 6”
easily. We can see how in a
river environment it’d be a fun
sled to pilot and navigate
volumes of water.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

We’ve mentioned the developments and innovations within
inflatable stand up paddling on a few occasions now. Hala Gear
are an American iSUP company, based out of Steamboat
Springs, Colorado who are now making a beeline for the UK
with their progressive SUP collection.

Price:
£1,013.22

Info:
https://halagear.com/produ
ct/hala-atcha-86-riverwhitewater-inflatablepaddle-board/

So how you do test a
board’s whitewater
characteristics without
access to bona fide WW?
Fortunately here at SUPM
HQ we have high tide
shorebreak conditions that
mimic (to some extent) what
you may find if river paddling.
Moving aerated water, caused by
flotsam, backwash and surge is
very akin to moving stretches of
inland liquid whilst shallow,
shingle beaches resemble
shallow, rocky riverbeds. It’s a
good proving ground for how
tough the Hala Atcha is and
a way to check out those
malleable quad fins and
retractable Stomp Box
central fin.

Hala have been on SUPM’s radar for a while
but it’s only of late we’ve managed to lay
hands on products from the US brand.
Known for their premium
whitewater/adventure inflatables the
Hala Atcha 86 is an impressive sled
straight out the box. Bombproof
materials – like, seriously heavy
duty PVC – plus super tough
fixtures and fittings (such as
D-rings and webbing
handles) make it an eye
catching machine and
functional to boot. Add to
this the nifty (patent
pending) retractable
Stomp Box central fin,
malleable quad Click
fins, shaped nose and
tail rocker and you have
a proper tool for some
serious river/ocean
shredding.

During forays we managed
to get some fun rides into
the beach. It’s a
manoeuvrable board and for
an iSUP allows paddlers to set
a rail efficiently along wave
faces. So in this sense not only
does the Hala Atcha 86 cope
well with bumpy water it also does
a good job on open ocean swells thereby
giving it multiple purpose versatility.

Hala’s Atcha is a wide
beast for 8’6. At 34” it’s a
stable platform but with no
less a lively feel. The board’s rockered swallow
tail and kicked up nose allow riders looking for
a nimble platform to access these qualities

CONCLUSION
Hala Gear are a proper adventure
company specialising in producing
innovative inflatable SUPs designed
to do more than simply float about in
fair weather conditions. Whilst you
can indulge in that kind of thing as
well the brand’s Atcha 86 will take
you to many more places. As a
whitewater SUP it’s a bomb proof
design packed with innovative
features, whilst at the same time it’s
perfectly applicable for a sweep at
costal venues with bumps in the mix.
Oh, and the backpack is one of the
best we’ve seen!
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ACTIVE 360 RUNS…
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SUP coaching
Thames trips
SUP events
Improver courses
Eco-trips

This Spring we are launching new Thames bases in
Richmond and Hampton Court. Come
paddle with us at these beautiful locations steeped
in history.
Come and let us introduce you to the Tidal
Thames – one of England’s most exciting
paddleboarding waterways running right through
our capital city.
Join our Get on Board Richmond event on
June 21st and be part the probably the biggest
ever group of people picking up plastic from
unpowered craft. Paddle from Kew Bridge to
Richmond (with an optional return trip) and join the
after party at Richmond.

www.active360.co.uk
Email: info@active360.co.uk

Cruise the blue –
JP Australia CruisAir 11’6 x 30” x
311L iSUP LE 2019

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

This is actually the second year in a row we’ve had opportunity to
hop aboard JP’s 11’6 CruisAir (see comparison review online for
2018’s write up). This time round, however, it’s the LE (or light
edition) that we’re looking at.

Price:
£459

Info:
http://jpaustralia.com/2019/sup/pr
oducts/inflatableboards/2019-cruisair/

rather than turning and
manoeuvrability. So does
this work? It certainly
seems to, helping with
better tracking and
increased glide.

As is usual with any premium brand JP’s
manufacturing, lay up and finish are all
top notch. Everything is as it should be
in terms of quality with fixtures and
fittings, though minimal, being high
level. The main difference with 2019’s
version is the hard release edge
perched on the board’s tail – The Tail
Rail edge as JP call it.

There’s also no question
with how light the CA 11’6
is. Paddlers will most
notice this during
transport. It’s therefore a
good choice if you fancy
jetting off for overseas SUP
adventures. Lugging through
airports will be less arduous
with a feather weight iSUP like
the JP in tow.

We’ve seen in the past inflatables
incorporating features to help
improve performance and move
iSUPs on. Utilising hard rubber
edges along board’s rails has made
differences in some cases, and not
others. With an inflatable it’s water
release from the tail that can deliver
the biggest advantages, especially in
a straight line. And this is why JP have
incorporated a hard release edge on
the tail rather than the rails. Ultimately
the CruisAir 11’6 is for going straight,

Back on the water, however,
and it’s a nice inflatable for
cruising, exploring and
generally getting out afloat. If
there’s a bump in the mix then
the JP copes admirably. It may
be prudent to shove a bit more air
inside to help increase rigidity if
this kind of water state is what you’re
faced with though.

CONCLUSION
JP Australia’s CruisAir 11’6 LE
would be a worthy choice for any
paddler looking for a fun
platform for distance cruising
and keeping those SUP muscles
in good shape. It’d also suit
anyone looking to purchase their
first board. We’ve said in the past
that touring boards work well for
early intermediates with the JP
being a good case in point. Big
pluses are its weight, as well as
JP’s 3D Stringer technology,
which increases overall rigidity.
A great finish, with eye catching
looks, JP’s CruisAir 11’6 would
also be a good choice for the
travelling paddler.
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With the initial aesthetic of Mistral’s
Vortex Air 14' all the I’s are dotted T’s
crossed. It’s a lightweight board with
top drawer fixtures and fittings. But
it also looks unusual with its
additional chambers.

Price:
£1199

Hopping aboard the 28” wide board
(a 25” model also available for race
junkies and speed freaks) may feel
narrow to some. Add to this mix,
the general performance nature of
iSUPs; which feel lively on the
water due to floating in a more
elevated position and you have an
engaging platform from the off. At
this stage, one of Mistral’s
innovative design traits kicks in.

Info:
www.mistral.com/boards/v
ortex-air-14-x-25/

As you ‘list’ to one side during the
power phase of the stroke, the side air
filled chamber/s running parallel to the
board’s deck, do their job, halting the
roll and stopping riders being deposited
into the drink. These sponson-esque tubes

CONCLUSION
Mistral’s Vortex Air 14’ is
certainly unique among the
world of iSUPs. Quick as a flash,
with plenty of tuning options,
it’ll appeal to those who like to
tinker and achieve maximum
performance from their sled. In
the right hands it could be a race
winner whilst for paddlers not
into podium finishes, owning an
innovative product like this
could be a ‘win’ enough. For our
money it’s a new way of doing
things that improves the
performance air board paddling
experience no end.
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increase the Vortex’s secondary
stability in bringing the hull back
upright. The side rail chambers
also increase rigidity without
need for additional materials –
each having only a max of 4psi.
The second innovative Vortex trait
can then be found up front.
Another air filled chamber allows
the nose to be inflated and deflated
thereby increasing or reducing the
amount of hull camber in contact with
the water. Essentially you can tune
the Vortex Air 14’ with greater or
lesser amounts of displacement
shaped hull to a maximum of a
mere 1psi. This knocks on to
board speed and behaviour across
water states. As such it’s worth
playing around with until you find
the optimum.
Once we’d decided on settings it
was hammer down time. There’s
no denying the Vortex Air 14’ is
one of the fastest iSUPs we’ve
used. With stroke efficiency and
good board trim (the Vortex Air likes
slightly railed paddling positions)
it’s rapid on the straight. When
rounding bends those side chambers
keep everything composed from the
tail. It’s also pretty good on a bump
running downwind with the nose tuned
accordingly.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Inflatable stand up paddle board innovation is certainly advancing.
One brand pushing things on is Mistral. Multi-chambered air SUPs are
certainly nothing new, yet how the Vortex Air 14’ has been conceived
definitely makes this particular inflatable unique (a 12'6" Slipstream
also available). Firstly, it features a total of 4 chambers; a central
primary chamber fabricated using the latest woven Drop Stitch
technology (in difference to knitted) and 3 hollow chambers, making
up the side rails and nose cone area.

kg ie t a r

Pushing boundaries –
Mistral Vortex Air 14’ x 28” x 345L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

A voyage of…
Exocet Discovery 10’9 x 32” x 240L
This isn’t the first time we’ve tested Exocet stand up paddle
boards, but it’s been a while since they were on UK shores. Now
the France based watersports brand is back and keen to show off
their wares. First up we have the Exocet 10’9 x 32” inflatable SUP.
Simplistic in nature it’s a platform designed to get you afloat
with minimum hassle.

Price:
£459

Info:
www.exocetoriginal.com/en/discovery10-9.php

efficiently by knifing
through the water.
Improved tracking
means less effort by
you guys and
therefore more
emphasis on fun.
The Exocet is a good
example of this.

Built with ‘fusion’ double layer reinforced PVC
pre-preg it’s a lightweight yet durable
inflatable stand up paddle board. This is most
noticeable when carrying to and from put
ins whilst inflated. Even those less burly
paddlers will have no trouble carting it
about. We should also add that
inflation, via included pump, is pretty
easy. The pump is efficient and won’t
cause a sweat to be broken.

Exocet’s Discovery
covers miles without
issues. It isn’t the
quickest but then that’s
not the point. Should waters
become rough it’s a board
that copes fine with
flotsam. Paddlers may have
to put the hammer down
into a head wind but this is
no different to any other
stand up paddle board.

Hitting the water and it’s a typical
feeling aboard the Exocet. There’s
minimum deflection across the
mid-deck (although still some –
this is an air board after all!). Yet
if inflated to correct PSI then
efficiency through the drink is
pretty good.
These days boards are arriving
more often than not with hybrid
noses. Slightly elongated this
helps the board track more

CONCLUSION
For anyone looking to get afloat
with minimal fuss and
experience SUP for the first time
Exocet’s Discovery 10’9 would be
a worthy choice. Nice, simple
features and a quick set up will
allow more time spent afloat
than on the beach. The 10’9 will
do most all round paddling
things you ask of it and is an
inflatable that’ll stand the test
of time, providing many hours of
fun.
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kg ie t a r

Pushing on –
O’Shea 11’2 x 32” x 270L GT
One of the problems with inflatables is the cheap end of the
spectrum gives such a bad representation of the sport physically, on
the water, that newbie paddlers tend to only indulge in a handful of
sessions. After that kit languishes at the back of the garage never to
be used again. Engaging equipment that delivers on the promise of
SUP is therefore paramount.

Price:

O’Shea’s 2019 11’2 GT,
featuring the brand’s all new
HPX construction – which is
lighter and stiffer than
previous (around 20%
lighter than MSL
constructed iSUPs) – is a
case in point. We’ve said it
before and we’ll say it again:
touring style stand up paddle
boards are perfectly
applicable to advancing SUPers,
offering many things riders are
searching for.

HPx version as tested £849

Info:
http://www.osheasurf.com/
supboards.html

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s latest incarnation of
the GT is an improved design
that will suit a wide and varied
type of stand up paddler.
Whether you be weekend
explorer, rugged coastline
inspector, distance paddler or
improver looking for your next
step up SUP the HPX constructed
11’2 would be a good choice for
all manner of scenario. Quality
manufacturing, fixtures and
fittings top off a decent piece of
inflatable kit. Stay tuned for a
stand alone review of the
included HP5 pump.
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It’s a stable platform that will
instil confidence in pilots
across multiple paddling
environments. Should your
water state become confused
then it copes admirably,
allowing the paddler to
concentrate on surging forwards as
opposed to staying upright.
Knifing through the brine it tracks
with purpose and doesn’t give too
jarring an experience if heading into
wavelets or chop. Covering distance
without drama it’s a board that will
suit recreational paddlers as well as
those with more ‘agenda’ in mind.
Proper touring sojourns are certainly
possible with the HPX GT whilst a bit of
downwind riding can be achieved as the
board’s deflection, with correct amount
of PSI put in, doesn’t show too much. And
then there’s the lightweight nature of the
11’2, which is right up there, making
transport a doddle.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Throughout SUPM’s extensive testing of stand
up paddling gear O’Shea have been
one of the champion brands
within the world of inflatables,
consistently producing kit, that
whilst may not be as all bells
and whistles as some, are
refined, quality and fit for
purpose with room for
progression.

Aqua Inc.
Driver 76 adjustable paddle

Goggle box –
Moonshine Eyewear Sundown,
Stormtrooper, Urban Tiger
sunglasses

w w w. a q u a i n c - g l o b a l . c o m

Aqua Inc.’s Driver 76 is the smallest blade
we’ve used. With its double dihedral and
thicker than perceived profile it may appear
on the smaller side but that doesn’t equate to
insubstantial. The anti-twist oval shaft is nifty
and we like it a lot. Gone are the days when
adjustable paddles used to be a back up
option. Now it’s totally applicable to have one
as your primary SUP engine. After all, with
differing board thicknesses and types,
requiring different paddle shaft lengths,
usable and performance biased telescopic
paddles are of high importance to many. Also,
if you happen to share gear, then an
adjustable makes sense.
During our time with the Driver 76 we found
the anti-twist shaft to remain lock stock
steady. There’s zero movement, no matter
how much ‘work’ you make the paddle
undertake. The shaft is pretty stiff, which is
actually common among Aqua Inc. paddles
by and large. This transfers to maximum
propulsion and feedback during each paddle stroke. The great
thing with the Driver 76, however, is that the smaller blade
relieves some of the stresses and strains placed on bodies that
you’d find with larger, more squared off blades. Yet you don’t
lose power. Far from it in fact. We found the Driver 76 to be
more than adequate in the ‘oomph’ department. And with it
being a smaller blade riders can choose to stroke at high
cadence, bringing their paddle closer to the board’s rail
through each stroke thereby maximising efficiency, or lay off
the strain and take it easier.

w w w. m o o n s h i n e e y e w e a r. c o m
Moonshine Eyewear have been making serious inroads
within SUP over the last few months. From supporting
Team GB stand up paddlers and individual SUP
athletes (as well as a few from other disciplines) you
can’t ignore the support they’ve been giving. That’s
one big tick then! Add to this their environmentally
friendly credentials – the brand’s sunnies are
manufactured from recycled plastic – and you have
another large plus.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

s h e d : p a d d l e s

This is the fifth paddle from Aqua Inc.
we’ve tested and out of all of them it’s the
favourite. There are a few reasons why.
Before that, however, it should be noted
that paddles are THE one defining piece of
equipment that you as a stand up paddler
should get as right as possible. There are
endless combinations so the best course of
action is to open your mind and try as
many different types as you can. Even if
you think you’ve found your perfect match
keep demoing, as who knows what you’ll
discover.

We were sent three different models from Moonshine: the
ReMix Urban Tiger with chrome mirror lenses; a pair of
black Sundown sunnies with gloss blue lenses; white
ReMix Stormtrooper frames with emerald mirror lenses.
There are other models available from Moonshine as well
as their custom style offering, all info being available on
the brand’s website.
Upon opening each box it was obvious the quality of
Moonshine sunglasses. There’s attention to detail
aplenty with all models being robust and fit for purpose.
To test this premise further we actually headed out on
the brine, in both SUP and windsurf mode, with sunnies
affixed. This method isn’t recommended per se –
especially in waves or big blows where risk of losing your
new purchase is high. For us, however, it’s an extreme
way of testing accessories like sunglasses. (You can see
more of these pics via our editor’s Instagram feed).
In both on water and more every day situations all three
models stood up to rigorous testing. Lenses remain
unscathed whilst frames stayed sturdy. If you plan on
taking your own pair of Moonshine afloat then we’d
suggest you get a retainer so they don’t fall to the
depths below.

CONCLUSION
Moonshine Eyewear have a style of sunglass to suit you –
it’s simply a case of choosing which one. Out of the three
we tried we particularly like the ReMix Sundown pair for
beach lounging and mooching about town, while the
Stormtrooper versions are better for floating about, SUP
style, on flat water. ME’s Urban Tiger design is particularly
suited to smaller featured wearers. All in these are quality
products from a brand actively supporting UK SUP while
keeping an eye on their own environmental impact.

As we said at the start the Driver 76, for us, is the favourite Aqua
Inc. paddle we’ve tested to date. Utilising design characteristics
that make it pleasurable to use yet without lacking the kind of
demanding performance a higher level paddler will require. The
anti-twist shaft is solid as a rock whilst the stiff shaft and
compact yet powerful blade makes small work of most paddling
environments. If you think small blades equals less power then
look again. Likewise if you think adjustables aren’t up to the job…
Price:

U-cut and adjustable version – €249
paddle with oval shaft €259
Pro travel and 3 part – €269

Prices: Sundown £36; Urban Tiger £32; Stormtrooper £35

kg ie t a r

kg ie t a r

CONCLUSION

https://www.aquainc-global.com/copy-of-paddle-trident
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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Board & SUP
insurance at the touch of a button

www.craftinsure.com
or call: 03452 607888
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Taking it easy –
Esea Strap

https://palmequipmenteurope.com

By Dale Mears

https://eseastrap.com

When air temperatures drop, even in high season, you’ll need
to correct paddling attire. It’s important to realise, however,
that as much as you need to fend of the elements paddlers
also need to be utilising the right gear. Enter Palm
Equipment’s Atlas paddling jacket which is designed with
layering in mind and isn’t just suited to off season SUPing.
The Atlas’ styling and attention to detail is awesome. Once
adorned you’ll notice a higher cut underneath the arms which
has been factored in for paddling movements. As such there’s
loads of room paddle stroke extensions. Deep breast pockets
allow essential paraphernalia to be carried and with the addition
of YKK splash proof zippers your belongings have more chance
of staying dry (if partnered with waterproof pouches for
instance).

New innovative products are hard to come by especially ones
that are simple and work – the Esea strap has managed just
that. It's a board leash that functions like it should but also
has a built-in extendable webbing strap that easily hooks
onto the front of your SUP giving you a carry strap. Could it
get any simpler?

To the jacket’s is tapering to ensure maximum coverage whilst
sleeves have a secure inner seal with cut aways on the outer
fabric to avoid this area of the jacket getting snarled up when
moving. A functional and efficient peaked hood will fend off rain
and such whilst the whole garment is manufactured in 2.5
waterproof layered fabric. All in Palm deliver a top notch shell
jacket that looks the biz and performs amazingly.

The important matter is the Esea strap manages to look good
and performs well. The product is well made, feeling secure both
when used as a leash and a carrying system. The strap is easy
and quick to remove the extra loop and hook around the front of
your SUP. You can then move the padded strap (formally ankle
strap) where ever you want on the length of the leash to use as a
padded shoulder strap.

Worn in tandem with base layers, fleece mid-section and
possibly a third garment it’ll keep you toasty warm and dry to
boot. Plus for added versatility it’s a jacket that wouldn’t look out
of place should you choose to wear it away from the water. In
fact, Palm state as much on their website citing the Atlas to be a
top performer for MTB and dry land sports also.

CONCLUSION
You can buy a range of adaptors to go with the strap if your used
to using a waist or knee leash, which makes the Esea strap so
adaptable. At £24.99 these are a bargain and will make life so
much easier when carrying a board.

CONCLUSION
SUPM loves Palm Equipment’s Atlas jacket. It’s a worthy addition
to any paddler’s kit box and delivers exactly what you need in
terms of off season weather protection. Chuck in additional
benefits of it fitting everyday scenarios whilst not afloat and you
have a cost effective piece of apparel that wouldn’t be out of
place on the high street.

Prices: £24.99

Price: £139.95
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/atlas-1

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

All purpose –
Palm Equipment Atlas
multi-sport jacket
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Paddling through the Jungle
By Andi Brunner
“No entiendo,” probably the words we used most during our
Chile trip. It’s Spanish for, “I don't understand.”

PADDLER
The International magazine for recreational paddlers
Issue 46 Early Spring 2019

Paddle, portage and play with kids

Not one of our group were able to speak Spanish but we were all smart guys
and nothing could go wrong, well, that’s what we thought! Let’s just say we
used our arms and legs more in terms of communication than paddling. At
some point we figured out that the best way was to say, “Si,” and just carry on.

Our group was: Andy, Kilian, Michi and Benni.

Andi Brunner on the Rio Claro
ThePADDLER 39
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A SUP’ersYukon 1000
BC Access Charter launched
Winter paddle challenge

Day one: Sunday

Fuelled by approximately six-million fried calories (each), we warmed ourselves up nicely by lugging our boats and kit down
the track towards the departure point at the Elphin Hatchery.

The loch stretched out before us and the faint breeze was just enough to ruffle the water and let us easily paddle up to Loch a Mhadail for
a scout-round.This was the inaugural exped for Terje (pronounced Terry) the Nortent Tipi and we found a particularly inviting stretch of
sugar-like sand which looked perfect for his first pitch. Unfortunately, the sand was just too soft for even our snow pegs to bite so we
loaded up our boats and moved on.

M a g

P a d d l e

U p

S t a n d

I live in Vancouver BC and I am passionate about SUP touring.
There’s nothing I love more in life than paddling to a remote
island, harvesting seafood from the area and cooking it over a
campfire and sleeping on the beach. So in the last four years I’ve
been getting deeper and deeper into island chains and exploring
the coastline with my SUP board.

Word and pics: Aya Kristina Engel

My reason to SUP: freedom, healthy for my body and the best views!
The feeling I had the first time I did an over night paddle trip was akin to that feeling when you get
your first car. A giant new found sense of freedom. I can go anywhere, whenever I want feeling!
Except this one is on water with no ‘lanes’, less rules and more beaches. I love paddling on my SUP
board because it’s so versatile. I find when I’m doing distance paddling in a kayak, my back gets
stiff and cramps. On my SUP board, I can move my body in a more ergonomical way that feels good.
I can rotate from standing, sitting or kneeling. Also, when you’re standing on SUP you get a way
better view of the wildlife beneath you. I have now paddled over the top of orcas, humpbacks, seals,
sea lions, and dolphins – and saw them all while standing on my board.

Our goal: Broughton Archipelago
This summer, my friends and I (Ariane Tasca and Valtteri Rantala) decided to go to the northern tip
of Vancouver Island to a place called the Broughton Archipelago. It should be noted that most
Canadians have no idea where this is or have never heard of it – it is that remote. We chose this
location due to its immense whale activity. We wanted to paddle with whales… and did we ever!
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photographer profile
SUP X
white water frolics
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TRAVEL INSPIRATION
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I S L A N D S
By Riccardo Marca

I had heard many times about the Lofoten
Islands but I never really considered to go
there. Now though, I have to say the Lofoten
Islands are one of the most amazing places I
have ever travelled to. It wasn’t easy to get
there for sure but it has all been worth it.

I used to look for just warm locations to travel to, but this year I
felt it was the time to try a new adventure that was 4,000 kms
away from home and a 43-hour drive. I have to be honest and say
that when I firstly checked the route out I wasn’t that sure
anymore about getting into this adventure. The drive from home
to Oslo was just really tedious and the landscape was nothing
special, just a long straight road.

The year that was 2018
By Steffan Meyric Hughes

Seasonal delights
Vancouver Aquarium

Testing, testing
First reviews for 2019
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AN ADVENTURE TO THE REMOTE

BROUGHTON
ARCHIPELAGO

LOFOTEN

Keeping going in the winter
By Mike Shaw

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BRITISH CANOEING
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A stand up experience in the…

+

SATURDAY – 1ST SEPTEMBER 2018

As has become customary on expeds, we drive up the day before so we can have a lastminute check of the weather forecast and finalise our itinerary. After checking in at our
accommodation (Achilty Guest House, Contin), we headed into Dingwall in search of an
evening meal. For such a small place, there was a wide selection of eateries to choose from
and so I opted for fish and chips (deep-fried) and Adam had cheeseburger and chips (also
deep-fried). Deep-fried Mars bars were also on the menu and that’s where they stayed!
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Alive, kicking and ready to
order in print or digital…

SUP Mag UK covers all the latest features, stories, interviews and gossip.
Whatever style of riding floats your boat (or board), your perfect SUP
magazine is available – posted straight to your door. Printed on top quality
paper and perfect bound and with so much awesome content from the
UK and further afield, SUP Mag UK is your perfect SUP companion.

To subscribe to the digital copy with approx 60% savings over the print issue: https://joom.ag/YksY
To buy a printed issue on top quality paper with varnished gloss perfect bound covers please visit:
http://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/subscribe/
The printed paper copy costs £7.49 inc P&P for a single issue or £27.99 inc P&P for a subscription
of four magazines.
Please contact us: 01480 465081 Email: anne@supmaguk.co.uk

